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Preamble
Improving the outlook for threatened and recreational fish are key outcomes sought from the
Murray-Darling Basin Authority’s Basin-wide Environmental Watering Strategy.
Spatial scales of flows are very important for fish populations. To achieve the outcomes of the
Basin-wide Environmental Watering Strategy, we need to consider the local, regional and basinscale flows that fish need. Some fish populations can do well when we get flows right for a
single river or even a river reach. However, the life cycle of other species can operate over
many hundreds of kilometres and across different river systems.
To meet the life-cycle needs of highly mobile species, such as golden and silver perch, river
systems need to connect at important times and in particular sequences. In a highly regulated
system such as the southern connected basin, this needs active coordination of flows across
catchments and administrative boundaries, often spanning multiple water years.
To encourage coordination and linking of flows in different rivers, the Murray-Darling Basin
Authority commissioned this report. This report provides initial concepts and ideas that can
contribute towards a southern connected Basin flow plan for native fish.
A southern connected basin flow plan for native fish aims to restore system-scale ecological
processes that promote population recovery of silver perch and golden perch. Flows that
improve widespread recruitment of Murray cod are also an important part of a southern
connected Basin flow plan for native fish.
Over time, a southern connected basin flow plan for native fish could evolve to include all of the
key native fish species listed in the Basin-wide environmental watering strategy, including
threatened species and wetland specialists. Further expansion of the plan to the northern basin,
and hence evolution towards a basin-wide flow plan, is also being considered for the long term.
This is particularly important as the northern basin plays a key role in the basin-wide population
processes of golden perch.
Returning suitable flow conditions is a key action that can help native fish. This report is a
significant step towards achieving the expected outcomes for native fish, as outlined in the
Basin-wide Environmental Watering Strategy.
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Executive Summary
Ecological processes, such as fish movement, spawning and recruitment, span political and
administrative boundaries. In the Murray-Darling Basin, rehabilitation of native fish communities
in rivers, creeks and floodplains is occurring in many areas through the use of environmental
water. To fully realise the benefits of this environmental water, a coordinated basin-scale
environmental flow plan is needed.
To meet this challenge this document outlines the logic, science and the practical components
of a connected approach – a southern connected basin flow plan for native fish – that integrates
the major rivers of the southern connected Murray-Darling Basin so that they become
functioning parts of an aquatic ecosystem at a system scale and contribute to high priority fish
recovery objectives.
We propose that the overarching vision of a southern connected basin flow plan for native fish
is to:
“Connect 2000 km of the Murray River mainstem and major tributaries with flows
that support system-scale fish population recovery”
We describe the links along 2000 km of the main stem of the Murray River from Yarrawonga in
Victoria to the lower lakes in South Australia, plus the lower reaches of the major tributaries
such as the Darling, Murrumbidgee, Lachlan, Edward-Wakool, Goulburn, Loddon and
Campaspe systems. We propose a flow strategy that can be applied at a broad-scale, with a
methodology that is flexible depending on prevailing conditions (e.g. wet, moderate, or dry) that
supports fish population outcomes over decadal time frames across the southern basin.
A southern connected basin flow plan for native fish would support the whole native fish
community, but specifically targets processes that enable spawning, recruitment, survival and
dispersal of the medium and large bodied species (Murray cod, golden perch and silver perch).
These species need to complete obligatory ecological processes, such as spawning and
dispersal, at a range of local (<50 km), regional (<500 km) and catchment scales (>500 km) and
would benefit from a coordinated basin-scale environmental flow plan.
The proposed approach recognises the ecological value and opportunity managed flows
(including environmental water, water en route and consumptive water) provide for native fish
recovery. We provide a decadal plan outlining the strategic release of water based on a
combination of in-channel flow pulses which spatially link so as to maximise the benefits for
riverine fish.
The three high priority objectives of a southern connected Basin flow plan for native fish are to:
1. Unlock the recovery potential of Murray cod in regulated anabranches and tributaries
and improve populations in the southern connected basin.
2. Enhance the recruitment of silver perch in the Murray River and expand populations
in connected tributaries and anabranches.
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3. Improve spawning, recruitment and dispersal opportunities for golden perch to
restore a complete population structure across the southern connected basin.
To address these objectives, we propose an annual foundation hydrograph for all rivers and
anabranches which prioritises two flow components (i) an annual spring within-channel rise for
Murray cod spawning and recruitment and (ii) a perennial winter flow. This makes flow planning
practical and straight forward to implement. Add-on components for large rivers are the annual
silver and golden perch spring/summer in-channel spawning pulses and summer/autumn
dispersal pulses. Several major complementary non-flow actions are also identified, such as resnagging key areas of the Murray River, including the Barmah to Goulburn River junction reach
and the long flowing reach between Torrumbarry and Mildura.
We have considered the recent research on native fish and see a huge potential for both
managed and natural flows to support and recover native fish populations by explicitly linking
the functional hydrologies of connected catchments. Rather than be constrained with historic
hydrographs and re-instating episodic flow-recruitment events, we emphasize the
interdependence of rivers and fish populations. We highlight that flows, especially along the
entire length of the Murray River, are the link. The benefits of such an approach is a more
functional river landscape with annual native fish recruitment and dispersal, contributing to
significant fish population growth and geographic expansion.
We propose a plan that takes a more strategic, long-term and co-ordinated inter-catchment
approach to river management. Further monitoring and evaluation, an adaptive approach and
future extension to a broader range of fish species and in the northern Murray-Darling Basin are
important next steps.
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DELWP

Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning
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Catchment Management Authority

G-MW

Goulburn-Murray Water
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Victorian Environmental Water Holder
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1. Introduction
In the Murray-Darling Basin, rehabilitation of native fish communities in rivers, creeks and
floodplains is occurring in many areas and a major method is use of environmental water.
The present approach to environmental water management is to identify priority river reaches
and wetlands in each region and develop what are essentially annual local environmental water
management plans. These plans are based on sound science, with specific annual objectives
concerning native fish outcomes. However, by their regional nature these annual flow plans are
fragmented at a system scale and thus overlook the most significant opportunity of all – that
synchronising water delivery across jurisdictions and regions would provide more ecologically
meaningful outcomes for native fish populations.
Previously, water was delivered as a single pulse, to provide a flow cue for one part of the
lifecycle, or to extend the height or duration of a natural flow event. However, this has been
shown to be of benefit to only a few native fish species (King et al. 2009; MDBA 2011;
Baumgartner et al. 2013; Sharpe and Stuart 2016).
System-scale water delivery would better support the life-history of fish that operate at broad
geographic and temporal scales, particularly species such as Murray cod (Maccullochella peelii
peelii), silver perch (Bidyanus bidyanus) and golden perch (Macquaria ambigua). For those
species, population processes operate across large spatial (e.g. >500 km) and temporal (e.g.
decadal) scales, thus management requires planning over similar scales to meet and enhance
population processes. Implementing a broad spatial and temporal scale to river management
can potentially provide regional benefits to native fish populations.
The latest science is showing that several key fish populations are operating at an inter-system
scale (e.g. golden perch) and that manager’s need to implement basin-scale flow planning to
support these processes. In the recent scientific literature, there has been a call for
environmental watering at appropriate spatial scales for fish with fish-flow specific objectives for
sites and river reaches (Koehn et al. 2014).
While we agree with these sentiments, we suggest a further expansion of that approach.
Rather than partition major river systems and reaches into management units, we advocate for
integration of multiple rivers into a whole of system approach. This integrated recovery
paradigm brings rivers, anabranches and aquatic systems together to restore regional fish
population health.
Connecting rivers in the Southern Murray-Darling Basin is a generic ecological aim but water
has very rarely been operated that way. For example, in spring 2013/14 over 1000 GL of water
was allocated to the Murray, Darling, Edward-Wakool, Murrumbidgee and Goulburn rivers but
management objectives were site specific rather than at connected river-scales (Zampatti et al.
2015; Sharpe, Stuart and Mallen-Cooper 2014). Flows and spatial scale can be considered the
next management challenge.
From the current fish and flow science, and from our experience across the Murray-Darling
Basin, we present a practical working document which answers the challenge of inter-system
flows. We include the details of what flows to deliver within each major river and how to link
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these together spatially and temporally to achieve fish population recovery outcomes. Within
the framework of planning for inter-system flows, the plan values practicality over philosophy.
2. Thinking big: A Southern Connected Basin Flow Plan for Native Fish
This document proposes the primary elements of a plan which forms the first steps of an
eventual Southern Connected Basin Flow Plan for Native Fish. It describes the opportunities for
system-scale native fish recovery and encourages each of the basin States to ‘think big’ in
terms of supporting cross-border flows. Only by building a true Basin-wide perspective can
native fish populations be recovered. This document describes the links in the main stem of the
Murray River from Yarrawonga in Victoria to the lower lakes in South Australia, plus the lower
reaches of the major tributaries (e.g. Darling, Murrumbidgee, Lachlan, Edward-Wakool,
Goulburn, Loddon and Campaspe systems). We then propose a flow strategy that can be
applied to a broad-scale region (e.g. >2000 km of river), with a methodology that is flexible
depending on antecedent and prevailing conditions (e.g. wet year, average year, dry year) but
can support fish population outcomes over decadal long-time frames with outcomes across the
southern basin. These are the first steps of a southern connected basin flow plan for native
fish.
We use the latest scientific findings on fish ecology and spatial/temporal population processes
that have not yet been integrated or applied to specific catchments or regionals. Golden perch
populations, for example, are distributed and operate at large spatial scales (e.g. >1000 km),
whereby spawning and nursery processes in one river can influence population strength
throughout broader areas of the southern-connected basin (i.e. along the length of the Murray,
Darling, Goulburn, Loddon, Edward-Wakool); this highlights an unusual regional
interdependence and the need to connect river flows throughout the southern Murray River
system (Sharpe 2011; Zampatti et al. 2015; Beheregaray et al. 2017). The science enables a
conceptual and practical framework, which is used to develop a series of fish-outcome
hydrographs that we propose can be applied now and over the next decade depending on
antecedent and predicted river conditions. The latest science reveals that native fish
populations can greatly improve by implementing a southern connected basin flow plan for
native fish, within the general framework of existing river operations, with very low risk. This is
discussed in more detail later in this report.
For environmental flow managers, river-scale perspectives are now being planned under cooperative initiatives such as the tri-state alliance of CMAs (e.g. SA, Vic & NSW). A southern
connected basin flow plan for native fish is intended to further unify river management and fish
outcomes by providing a practical framework for mangers to apply appropriate hydrographs
across broad geographic and temporal scales. Regular review, with refinement of the actions,
as new science and knowledge is generated, enables the prioritisation of actions and the
flexibility to adapt to new inputs, including knowledge, funds, industry changes, conservation
priorities and climate change. This process will also enable the plan to be refined and in future
endorsed by the riparian states into the final Southern Connected Basin Flow Plan for Native
Fish.
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2.1

Vison and Objectives of a southern connected basin flow plan for native fish

The overarching vision of a southern connected basin flow plan for native fish is to:
Connect 2000 km of the Murray River mainstem and major tributaries with
flows that support system-scale fish population recovery
Specific objectives of a southern connected basin flow plan for native fish would, initially, be to:
1. Unlock the recovery potential of Murray cod in regulated anabranches and tributaries
and improve populations in the southern connected basin.
2. Enhance the recruitment of silver perch in the Murray River and expand populations in
connected tributaries and anabranches.
3. Improve spawning, recruitment and dispersal opportunities for golden perch to restore a
complete population structure across the southern connected basin.
The intent of this document is to:
1. Provide a series of hydrographs that support the contemporary understanding of fish
population requirements that can be applied at an inter-system scale, including the
details of what flows to deliver within each river and how link these together spatially and
temporally to achieve major fish population outcomes.
2. Provide a practical framework for mangers to apply inter-jurisdictional hydrographs
across broad geographic and temporal scales for recovery of native fish, with specific
application, initially, to: golden perch, silver perch and Murray cod.
3. Provide the primary elements and logic for future Southern Connected Basin Flow Plan
for Native Fish, which would require endorsement from each of the Basin States, for cooperative, system-scale, native fish recovery.
2.2 Principles of a southern connected basin flow plan for native fish
Ecological processes, such as fish movement, spawning and recruitment, span political and
administrative boundaries and hence fish population recovery will be dependent on a
coordinated basin-scale environmental flow plan. This approach differs from the present
recovery paradigm where the focus is on restoration of flow regimes (or components of flow
regimes) on a local scale (Mallen-Cooper et al. 2013).
Our approach is to consider southern basin fish populations as connected. Under this
assumption, we can re-examine the optimum outcomes for the whole regulated river system
rather than relying on incrementally trying to reinstate past flow regimes in localised areas. The
philosophy of the Plan is to use the latest scientific knowledge to explore the opportunities to
enhance fish populations, whilst working within a modern regulated river system. We do not
advocate for a simple return to ‘near-natural’ conditions because more can be achieved by fully
exploiting the potential of fully managed and connected rivers.
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We base new opportunities for streamlining flows on the three key principles of fish population
recovery: flow, habitat and connectivity; so that fish can move among habitats and regions to
spawn, feed and disperse. Coordinated flow management and infrastructure operation at broad
scales are the essential elements to restoring connectivity for native fish communities.
A southern connected basin flow plan for native fish would:

2.3



Be the first truly cross-jurisdictional environmental flow plan for native fish recovery.



Emphasise practicality rather than philosophy.



Be based on implementation of fish based flow delivery schedules incorporating the
latest science, with flexibility to be refined and adopted as current and antecedent
conditions and knowledge change.



Recognise that targeted ecological fish responses to wholly managed flow
manipulations can be achieved within the delivery of ‘normal’ water entitlements, in
addition to unregulated flow events.



Prioritise fish population benefits (e.g. spawning, recruitment, movement and increased
abundance) rather than concentration on a single process (e.g. spawning).



Be compatible with and refine present river operations.



Identify where environmental flows could be supported by complementary actions (e.g.
operation of floodplain regulators) to maximise native fish outcomes.
System scale flows: a definition

In the MDB, water connects habitats across a variety of spatial and temporal scales. Native fish
rely on water to connect the various aquatic habitats of the MDB, including rivers, creeks,
anabranches, billabongs, lakes, wetlands and the Southern Ocean. In Nature, ecosystem
function relies on connectivity among these habitats regardless of State boundaries.
The approach of the present plan is to consider co-ordinated managed watering across multiple
regions and catchments to restore ecosystem function, which includes outcomes for native
migratory fish. Hence, for the purposes of this report, the definition of system-scale flows is:
managed flows that are co-ordinated across multiple regions and link catchments for the
purposes of ecological outcomes whose integrity is maintained without downstream regulation.
2.4

What flows are included?

In everyday use, the term ‘environmental flows’ is used relatively informally as an umbrella term
to capture any water for maintaining or improving environmental health. For environmental
water managers, there is a seemingly complicated system of terms, (loosely based on ‘natural’)
that define certain components of flows (e.g. cease-to-flow, low flow, fresh, bank-full, overbank). While for operators, there is another set of definitions (e.g. operational flows, water-in-
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transit, consumptive water, entitlement flows, storage water, storage inflows, rain rejections,
surplus flows, dilution flows).
Rather than try and thread the differing systems of flow nomenclature, we simply identify
opportunities to improve native fish recovery within the context of all flows. Hence, the plan
encapsulates not just environmental flows but also unregulated natural floods, cease-to-flow
events and all other consumptive and operational flows.
2.5

Rivers in the southern connected Basin flow plan for native fish

The flow plan incorporates approximately 2000 km of the main stem of the Murray River (Figure
2.1), floodplains and anabranches, from Yarrawonga Weir to the lower lakes (South Australia)
and the lower/mid reaches of major tributaries, including:


Edward-Wakool system



Goulburn River below Yambuna



Campaspe River below Rochester



Lower Loddon, Little Murray, Pyramid Creek complex



Murrumbidgee River below Maude



Lachlan River below Forbes



Darling River (including Menindee Lakes) below Brewarrina

These rivers were selected as they capture the major rivers of the southern Murray-Darling
Basin and many of the most important (‘intact’) populations of the target fish species (Murray
cod, golden perch and silver perch) in the southern basin. We highlight the need to extend the
present document to the remaining rivers, floodplains and other aquatic habitats which should
be considered as a future priority.
The present document does not provide detailed coverage of all the major floodplains and
wetlands (e.g. Perricoota Forest, Kerang Lakes, Hattah Lakes, Chowilla system, Great Darling
Anabranch lakes, lower Murrumbidgee wetlands, Lake Brewster), nor diadromous fish at the
Murray mouth barrages, but these components can be added in future. At present, this
document also excludes the Murray River and major tributaries upstream of Yarrawonga Weir
which, considering this is the reach where environmental water is stored and first released, is
also a logical future extension of the Plan. In Appendix 12, for golden perch, is an example of
how this document could be extended to the northern basin, though further work is needed
here.
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Figure 2.1. Major rivers of the southern Murray-Darling Basin along with some of the riverine
infrastructure. This document considers approximately 2000 km of the Murray River from
Yarrawonga Weir to the lower lakes (South Australia) the Darling River below Brewarrina
(including Menindee Lakes), and the lower reaches of the major NSW and Victorian tributaries.
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2.6

Flows in the lower River Murray

The lower River Murray in South Australia is a series of weir pools which are hydraulically
homogenous (e.g. majority of aquatic habitats from Locks 5-9 have a velocity of <0.2 m/s)
except during high flow events (flows >15,000 ML/d increase velocity in the same aquatic
habitats to >0.3 m/s; Mallen-Cooper et al. 2011).
While this lack in hydrodynamic diversity limits application of some aspects of a Southern
Connected Basin flow plan for native fish, such as creating main stem diverse hydrodynamic
environments for Murray cod habitat during low flows, there are still many opportunities to apply
components of the present plan. In the main river channel, a major opportunity is in the case of
weir pool lowering when hydraulic complexity increases when the Murray cod spawning
hydrograph could potentially be evaluated.
The major areas where Murray cod spawning and recruitment outcomes can be further tested
are in the flowing anabranches (Leigh and Zampatti 2011), such as:


Chowilla Creek (S.A.)



Slaneys/Pipeclay/Boat creeks and associated systems (SA)



Katarapko system (e.g. Snake Creek) (SA)



In the Murray River channel during a high flow event possibly coupled with a weir pool
lowering initiative. (NSW/SA)



In the Murray River channel during a weir pool lowering event.



Carrs-Cappits Anabranch system (NSW)



Lindsay River (VIC)



Potterwalkagee Creek (VIC)

The lower Murray still provides a recruitment area for golden perch and other native fish,
especially during flow events (Zampatti 2013; Zampatti and Leigh 2013). Hence, the South
Australian reach is a key part of the southern connected basin.
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2.7

Approach

The approach to building the hydrograph framework for system-scale fish recovery included:
i.

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

A literature review for each of the three target fish species, including unpublished
work and expert opinion from researchers currently undertaking projects to integrate
best available knowledge.
An examination of primary data and hydrology where spawning and/or recruitment of
silver perch and golden perch occurred (see Appendices).
Construction of conceptual models for each species, including written and
diagrammatic (see Appendices).
A specific examination of an on-ground case-study for each of the three species
where a hydrograph was applied and tested.
Demonstrate the appropriate spatial and temporal scale for regional and systemscale application of the hydrographs and define environmental watering responses
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1. Review species-specific life-history requirements, including literature,
primary data, hydrology and expert peer review (spawning, recruitment,
movement, habitat, spatial and temporal scale).

2. Construct up-to-date species-specific conceptual models to identify the
link between flows and ecological processes and identify knowledge gaps.
Simplify decision making.

3. Identify significant flow components for each species at a range of sites in
the southern MDB.

4. Construct conceptual hydrographs incorporating key flow components.

5. Make a specific examination of an on-ground case-study for each of the
three fish species where a hydrograph was applied and tested.

6. Demonstrate the appropriate spatial and temporal scale for regional and
system-scale application of the hydrographs and define environmental
watering responses.

Figure 2.2. Framework for building the golden perch, silver perch and Murray cod
hydrographs.
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2.8

Fish species selection

There are previous reviews which expertly draw together the latest fish knowledge in
association with flows (e.g. Ellis et al. 2016) and it is not our intent to reproduce those here. All
of the previous Australian fish research has demonstrated the detrimental impacts of flow
regulation on native fish although there are some species that have not been reduced in terms
of distribution, abundance and long-term resilience (e.g. carp gudgeons: Lintermans 2007). A
southern connected basin flow plan for native fish can, with further development, provide
support for the whole native fish community restoration approach.
In previous efforts to assist in making water management decisions for native fish, species with
broadly similar life-histories have been grouped into broad guilds based on their hydrological
requirements, especially for spawning (e.g. golden perch and silver perch as ‘flow-dependent
specialists’; Humphries 1999; Baumgartner et al. 2014; Mallen-Cooper and Zampatti 2015b).
This is an efficient way to develop management interventions but overlooks the latest research
which identifies significant differences in the life-histories of fish within the same guild. For
example, silver perch recruit annually on small river rises while golden perch recruit episodically
on larger flow events that connect floodplains. Hence, we have constructed species-specific
objectives and hydrographs which optimise specific flow components for a species and which
also require specific rather than generic operational interventions.
We have initially selected a sub-set of the fish community, the medium and large-bodied fish,
for direct action within the context of system-scale flow restoration. These are golden perch,
silver perch and Murray cod, with direct extension to lampreys, trout cod, Macquarie perch and
bony herring. The logic here is that these species need to complete obligatory ecological
processes, such as spawning and dispersal, at a range of local (<50 km), regional (<500 km)
and catchment scales (>500 km) that would benefit from a coordinated basin-scale
environmental flow plan. Restoration of system-scale flows will support the key processes of
spawning, recruitment, survival and dispersal for these species.
We acknowledge the need to extend the flow planning process to the whole fish community
using the approach taken in this document. For some species, which remain in only isolated
remnant populations (e.g. Macquarie perch, southern pygmy perch, olive perchlet, Murray
jollytail, southern purple-spotted gudgeons) and which have limited natural dispersal and
recovery potential, a combination of both system-scale and local flows in addition to a multijurisdictional practical approach (including re-introductions) will be required (Mallen-Cooper et
al. 2013; Tonkin et al. 2017a).
The following sections provide a short description of the species selected, their system-scale
requirements and the key objective for consideration in a southern connected basin flow plan.
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2.8.1

Golden perch

Golden perch have an unusually broad distribution, inhabiting arid, semi-arid, temperate, subtropical and tropical rivers (Beheregaray et al. 2017); where there can be catchment-scale
synchrony in fish growth associated with continent-scale ENSO climate patterns (Pritchard
2004). Other parts of the life-history of golden perch occur at catchment scales, such as
migration (Figure 2.3) and hence restoring populations requires broad-scale restoration of (i)
connectivity and (ii) flow processes. Fortunately, new fishways have largely restored Murray
River mainstem connectivity as well as the lower reaches of some tributaries (Darling,
Campaspe, Loddon, and Goulburn rivers; but not Murrumbidgee; Baumgartner et al. 2014).
The timing is now appropriate to consider restoring flows at these catchment-scales too.
The logic for catchment-scale flow and connectivity processes is that the latest science
indicates that golden perch require high flows or floods for adult movement, spawning, larval
drift, recruitment and dispersal (Sharpe 2011; Sharpe et al. 2015; Koster et al. 2014; 2016;
2017a,b). Fluctuations in golden perch populations at local scales appear largely driven by the
mass arrival of juveniles and adults rather than local spawning. Though local spawning and
artificial stocking still account for a considerable proportion of fish within the population (Forbes
et al. 2015; Baumgartner 2016; Crook et al. 2016).
For golden perch there are sources and sinks. An example of catchment scale recruitment and
dispersal was the 2010/11 floods when large numbers of juvenile golden perch dispersed from
nursery grounds at Menindee Lakes downstream in the Darling River and Great Darling
Anabranch into the Murray River (Sharpe 2011) and then throughout the Murray, Loddon,
Edward-Wakool and Goulburn Rivers, where this year class still dominates in distant reaches
(e.g. lower Murray and mid-upper Murray; Zampatti et al. 2015). This ecological recruitment
and dispersal process is repeating in the 2016/17 year (see Appendix 12; Sharpe and Stuart in
prep.). The importance of floodplain lakes as golden perch nursery habitats was also recently
demonstrated at Hattah Lakes (Wood and Brown 2016). Hence, re-connecting rivers to their
floodplain lakes is likely a key to golden perch recruitment.
The episodic recruitment and dispersal events for golden perch are invariably linked to a
winter/spring high river in the mid-lower Murray River or a La Nina style flood event in the
Darling River (Sharpe 2011; Marshall et al. 2016; also see appendices). New data suggests
that the golden perch population structure in any one region may be dependent on movement
from another more distant region (Zampatti et al. 2015). Enhancing inter-basin connections,
floodplain lake connections and encouraging juvenile dispersal is a key to golden perch
recovery.
Key objective for Golden perch
Improve spawning, recruitment and dispersal opportunities for golden perch,
by reconnecting rivers and floodplains, to restore a complete population
structure across the southern connected basin.
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Figure 2.3. Annual spring pre-spawning migration of adult golden and silver perch through
Torrumbarry fishway. Some of these fish have migrated at inter-basin scales.
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2.8.2

Silver perch

Silver perch recruit annually in the Murray River in the Barmah to Euston reach with strong age
classes associated with in-channel flow events (Mallen-Cooper and Stuart 2003; also see
Appendices). There is also evidence for spawning and recruitment in the lower reaches of the
Murrumbidgee River and perhaps also the Wakool system which have similar perennial
hydrographs with bankfull spring flows. The scale of silver perch recruitment and juvenile
dispersal through fishways (Figure 2.4) is regional (e.g. 500 km) with 1-year old fish settling into
and inhabiting the Murray, Edwards-Wakool, Murrumbidgee, Gunbower, Campaspe, Loddon,
Pyramid Creek systems.
Prior to the Torrumbarry fishway, silver perch were rare in the Murray River reach below
Yarrawonga Weir however in annual re-snagging electrofishing surveys their populations have
slowly recovered (John Koehn, Arthur Rylah Institute, pers. com.). Hence, there is great
potential to manipulate annual flows to enhance silver perch recruitment and dispersal.
Enhancing tributary-Murray flow connections and dispersal of juvenile fish is a key to silver
perch recovery. Currently, a program to test Murray River dispersal through Torrumbarry
fishway and colonisation of the lower Goulburn and Campaspe rivers is underway 2016/17 and
2017/18 which has shown preliminary tributary population recovery (Koster et al. 2017a).
Key objective for Silver perch
Enhance the recruitment of silver perch in the Murray River and expand
populations in connected tributaries and anabranches.

Figure 2.4. Annual summer dispersal migration of thousands of 1-year old juvenile silver perch
per day through Torrumbarry fishway.
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2.8.3

Murray cod

In the southern reaches of the MDB, the status of Murray cod populations is influenced by
habitat availability, flow regime, hydrodynamic diversity (water velocity, depth and turbulence)
and connectivity (Mallen-Cooper et al. 2013; Mallen-Cooper and Zampatti 2015a). Spawning
frequently occurs at low and steady flows but the success of spawning and recruitment is often
linked to rising flows and floods.
In many regulated rivers and anabranches there are two major hydrological constraints on
Murray cod population recovery (i) intense fluctuation in river discharge causing rapid
decreases in river level and interruption of spawning/recruitment processes, (ii) low or zero
winter flows that appear to be population ‘bottlenecks’.
Murray cod need a hydrograph that remains steady while nesting and egg-laying is completed
(Baumgartner et al. 2014; Sharpe and Stuart 2015) and they also require an increase in the key
hydrodynamic components, such as water velocity, during the spawning season (see Appendix
4). Nevertheless, a rise in flow, or even floods, following Murray cod spawning may maximise
juvenile survival and eventual recruitment as there is greater access to habitat and food
resources on benches, in the littoral zone and in the riparian zone (Sharpe and Stuart 2015).
For Murray cod, there is a continuum of movement with some fish moving long distances (e.g.
>100 km) and others moving on a more local scale (e.g. <10 km) (Figure 3.4). Long distance
movements remain important for long-term population process (e.g. re-colonisation following
black water event and gene flow among populations). Nevertheless, the potentially local scale
of the movement, spawning and recruitment process provides a unique management
opportunity: Murray cod populations can potentially be restored in specific reaches without an
urgent need to have full connectivity pathways with the Murray River.
Acknowledging the differences in life-history to golden perch and silver perch enables a major
opportunity to be exploited. i.e. Murray cod populations can be recovered in regulated reaches
of anabranches and tributaries which are disconnected from the Murray River. Local actions
across multiple reaches and catchments can therefore contribute to whole of system scale
benefits.
Proof-of-concept for enhancing spawning, recruitment and survival of Murray cod was recently
shown in Gunbower Creek (Sharpe and Stuart 2015), and in the lower Darling River 2016/17
and 2017/18 (Sharpe and Stuart in prep). These examples serve has a model for recovering
Murray cod populations in all regulated MDB rivers and in spring 2017 there were preliminary
signs that a similar hydrograph resulted in the first documented Murray cod spawning in the
Campaspe River (Zeb Tonkin, Arthur Rylah Institute pers. com.). The key is in providing
perennial (permanent) flows to enhance spawning, recruitment and juvenile survival. This is
possible because except for during large floods, flows in regulated rivers are fully controlled and
thus the management levers to create the required hydrographs are already in place.
A further and equally important practical opportunity exists for broad-scale recovery of Murray
cod in regulated anabranches because there are hundreds of kilometres of these habitats
adjacent to the Murray River, which have intact physical habitat (e.g. throughout BarmahMillewa Forest). In fact the area of these anabranches exceeds the area of the Murray River
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and hence the potential fish carrying capacity is enormous (Sharpe and Stuart 2016). These
anabranch habitats only require the provision of perennial flows and hydraulic diversity to
support major new Murray cod populations. At present the major bottleneck is the lack of winter
anabranch flows but this is an operational issue rather than one of ecology. Hence, major local
reach-scale Murray cod recovery can be made in regulated rivers and anabranches and
therefore collectively contribute to system scale benefits to population dynamics.
Key objective for Murray cod
Unlock the recovery potential of Murray cod in regulated anabranches and
tributaries and improve populations in the southern connected basin.
The potential locations for re-instatement of environmental water to create or enhance perennial
(i.e. permanent) flowing water anabranch habitats include those identified by Mallen-Cooper
and Zampatti (2015b), which are added to below:


















Gunbower system (VIC)
Campaspe River (VIC)
Loddon River (VIC)
Little Murray (VIC)
Barmah-Millewa system (e.g. Gulf and Toupna creeks; NSW)
Edward-Wakool system (NSW)
Lower Murrumbidgee, anabranches and floodplain (NSW)
Yanco Creek (NSW)
Merran Creek (NSW)
Lachlan River (NSW)
Lower Darling River (NSW)
Lindsay/Mullaroo system (VIC)
Carrs-Capitts-Bunberoo creek system (anabranch near Lock 9; NSW)
Chowilla anabranch (SA)
Katarapko and Pikes anabranches (SA)
Bookmark Creek (anabranch near Lock 5; SA)
Potterwalkagee Creek (VIC)
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Figure 2.5. Annual spring pre-spawning and dispersal migration of adult and juvenile Murray
cod through Torrumbarry fishway in September 2016 at the start of a major flow event (photo:
Alan Williams, Goulburn-Murray Water).
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3. Case-studies for selected species
The case-studies help to identify the ecologically significant components of a managed fish
hydrograph. The key hydrograph elements are those that support key life-history processes,
such as spawning, recruitment, dispersal and ultimately survival. The hydrographs are flexible
and simply inform managers of the logic that can be applied for native fish benefits. Each
manager needs to incorporate regionally specific information regarding expected fish
communities, flow thresholds, channel morphology and seasonality (Ellis et al. 2016).
We do, however, advocate for annual implementation of fish hydrographs rather than selecting
long time spans between fish outcomes. A long-term basin-scale flow plan is necessarily broad
and provides only a guide for river managers. For local application, it will be necessary to refine
the plan with a detailed operational knowledge of the system hydrology, infrastructure
operational opportunities/constraints and site based fish recovery objectives. Here we provide
three case studies which highlight the practical aspects of applying a Southern Connected
Basin flow plan for native fish at a local scale.

3.1 Catchment recovery of golden perch in the southern connected rivers
3.1.1 Golden perch population issue
Golden perch are a long-lived (20+ years) and common native species yet populations in the
Murray River and tributaries are episodic in age structure, often being dominated by only a few
distinct year classes. Among rivers there are variable population structures but strong natural
recruitment occurs following high flow or flood years (Ye et al. 2008; Mallen-Cooper and Stuart
2003; Sharpe 2011; Ferguson and Ye 2012; Zampatti 2015; Crook et al. 2016). In extreme
cases, one year class can represent more than 60% of the adult population in broad reaches of
the Murray River (Zampatti et al. 2015).
Recent research has shown that in particular rivers, low-levels of recruitment occur in most
years, such as the Goulburn (Zampatti et al. 2015; Crook et al. 2016) but in others such as the
Murray and Edward-Wakool there are successive years of recruitment failure and populations
are dominated by particular year classes, when strong natural recruitment has occurred (Ye et
al. 2008; Zampatti et al. 2015). In those rivers, fragmented demographics have been attributed
to a combination of spawning limitations, recruitment failure and barriers to dispersal (MallenCooper and Stuart 2003; Leigh and Zampatti 2008, 2011, Stuart et al. 2008; Sharpe 2011;
Sharpe et al. 2015; Zampatti et al. 2016). Golden perch populations require restoration of more
complete demographic structures in all rivers and this can potentially be achieved by facilitating
regular spawning, recruitment and dispersal opportunities by implementing appropriate flow and
connectivity pathways (Koster et al. 2017a,b).
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3.1.2 Hydrological issues
In years when the strongest recruitment to golden perch populations has occurred, these have
been driven by natural flood pulses and particular sequences of hydrological events and habitat
connections, such as:


Rising flow pulses in the main channel of the larger rivers (Murray, Darling,
Murrumbidgee and Goulburn rivers) that develop into flood pulses (stimulate spawning).



Egg and larval transition then occurs in the main river channel with the flood pulse over
broad spatial scales (e.g. 500-1000+km) but survivorship is dependent upon plankton
production for food availability in the main channel.



The flow or flood pulse connecting to large floodplain lakes at the lower reaches of each
major river including the Lachlan, Murrumbidgee, Murray and Darling rivers. Floodplain
lake habitats, even if regulated, must transition between antecedent wet – drying – wet
phases, to support productivity and early juvenile growth.



An extended period (6-10 months) of inundation of floodplain lake habitats, often over
winter.



Hydrological re-connection of floodplain lakes to their main river channels 10-18 months
post inundation.



In the Darling River at Menindee Lakes, regulated downstream releases from floodplain
lakes 4-12 months following inflows facilitates downstream dispersal of juveniles (age 0+
and 1+ years) to receiving rivers. Likewise, inflows to floodplain lakes from upstream
rivers provides connection pathways and facilitates upstream dispersal in the river
channel.



In the Murray River, in-channel flow pulses cue and facilitate upstream and downstream
dispersal of juveniles to receiving rivers (e.g. Wakool, Murrumbidgee, Loddon,
Campaspe, Goulburn) over inter-annual scales (2-5 years).

In regulated systems, in non-flood years and when recruitment failure occurs, there are three
major hydrological issues that affect golden perch recruitment. Firstly, there is a lack of
spring/summer rising river spawning cues (Mallen-Cooper and Stuart 2003; Leigh and Zampatti
2008; King et al. 2010; Sharpe 2011). Secondly, disconnection between spawning cues and
access to floodplain nursery grounds (Sharpe 2011), and thirdly, lack of appropriately timed
connectivity between nursery areas and receiving rivers for dispersal opportunities (Sharpe
2011; Wood and Brown 2016; Sharpe et al. 2016; Koster et al. 2017a). These processes can
all be achieved by appropriately timed, targeted and synchronised flow regimes within a
southern connected basin flow plan.

3.1.3 Recovery opportunity
Maintaining the integrity of flow and flood pulses through to functional floodplain nursery
habitats, together with follow-up upstream and downstream connectivity of nursery habitats to
the main-stems of rivers and finally, appropriately timed flow pulses within receiving rivers that
cue upstream and downstream dispersal throughout river corridors, are the central tenants for
strong golden perch recruitment. Such spatio-temporal cascades in flow and habitat
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connectivity occurred in 2009 in the Darling River and Menindee Lakes and from there into
receiving rivers throughout 2010-12 and subsequently strong recruitment of golden perch was
recorded throughout the southern-connected-basin (Sharpe 2011; Zampatti et al. 2015; Thiem
et al. 2017; Koster et al. 2017a,b).
Prior to extensive river regulation, there were hundreds of floodplain lakes in the lower reaches
of each major river in the MDB (Seddon and Briggs 1998) that likely functioned as golden perch
nursery areas, similar to that described at Menindee Lakes (Sharpe 2011). By far the majority of
large floodplain lake habitats are now alienated from their rivers or are regulated such that they
no longer, or rarely support strong golden perch recruitment (Seddon and Briggs 1998; Sharpe
2011).
Examples include Great Darling Anabranch Lakes, the low-Bidgee Lakes on
Murrumbidgee River, Kow Swamp and Kerang Lakes on the Pyramid Creek and Loddon River,
Hattah Lakes, Barmah and Moira Lakes, Euston Lakes and South Australia’s Lower Lakes
(Lake Alexandrina and Lake Albert).
In the absence of restoring connections to alienated floodplain lake systems, the Menindee
Lakes and the spatio-temporal flow and connectivity sequences that still occur in the Darling
River must be recognised as important to golden perch recruitment at the southern-basin scale.
Management to promote more regular, strong golden perch recruitment to the southernconnected basin population is required. Managing for the sequences of flow, habitat and river
connections outlined above, from Brewarrina to Wentworth and into each of the major rivers of
the southern connected basin is achievable through implementation of the concepts outlined in
this document.

3.1.4 Hydrograph planning
The conceptual model of golden perch life-history, provides insights to the important flow
components for successful golden perch recruitment. Table 3.1 and Figure 3.1 represent the
available data and contemporary understanding of flow requirements for golden perch
recruitment processes. Combining this knowledge with habitat requirements (Figure 3.2),
spawning, recruitment (Figure 3.3), dispersal and broad relationships to river flows (Appendix 2,
3, 7 and 8) forms the basis of flow planning for the golden perch hydrograph.
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Table 3.1. Potential flow components of a golden perch hydrograph to be applied in the Darling
River, Menindee Lakes, Murray River downstream and upstream of Murray-Darling confluence
and into tributaries upstream of Euston.

Flow component / Timing
action

Magnitude

Duration

Natural flood pulse
in headwater
tributaries of
Barwon-Darling
River upstream of
Brewarrina and
integrity of the
pulse downstream
Inflow to Menindee
Lakes from flood
pulse

AugustApril
YEAR 1

4,000100,000
ML/d @
Brewarrina

12 weeks

AugustApril
YEAR 1

6-12
weeks

20-100%

Nursery period

AugustApril
YEAR 1-2

4,000100,000
ML/d @
Wilcannia
0-4,000
ML/d@
Wilcannia

100-80%

Managed
downstream
releases from
Menindee Lakes
via lower Darling
and Great Darling
Anabranch to
Murray River
Staged upstream
migration on flow
pulses in Murray
River to receiving
rivers (Murray,
Murrumbidgee,
Wakool, Loddon,
Campaspe,
Goulburn) and
downstream
migration into lower
River Murray (SA)

December
– May
YEAR 1-2

5-18
months
post
inflows
5 months

SeptemberMarch
YEAR 2-5
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1,000-7,000
ML/d in
lower
Darling at
Pooncarie,
1,200ML/d
in G-D
Anabranch
8,0007 months
15,000
ML/d @
Torrumbarry

Menindee Fish life-history aspect
Lakes %
capacity
<20%
Golden perch spawn in
headwater rivers, larval
development completed
in river channel;
downstream transport

Golden perch early
juveniles transported
and settle into floodplain
lake nursery habitats
Recruitment to juvenile
stage (0-1+) in floodplain
lake nursery habitats

80-40%

Facilitate downstream
dispersal pathways for
juveniles from Menindee
Lakes to Murray River
Planned recession
hydrograph for
Menindee Lakes

N/A

Juvenile dispersal
throughout southern
connected basin rivers
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Figure 3.1. Conceptual hydrographs corresponding to Table 3.1 depicting timing and
sequencing of managed flows to promote golden perch recruitment and dispersal throughout
the southern connected basin.

3.1.5 Field application and monitoring
Further refinement of the golden perch riverine-floodplain hydrographs is required but we
suggest the Menindee model could be experimentally applied/monitored elsewhere. Locations
where the floodplain grow-out model has application include: Hattah Lakes, Kow Swamp, Lake
Boga, Moira Lake, Lake Victoria, Lower Murrumbidgee wetlands, South Australian lower River
Murray Lakes and floodplain.
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Figure 3.2. Physical habitat quality in the lower Darling River.

Figure 3.3. (Left) Post larval Murray cod from the Lower Darling River spawning hydrograph in
spring 2014 and (right) young-of-year golden perch from a spawning event on a natural flow in
the Barwon River (upper Darling system) in spring 2016. The golden perch drifted downstream
into the important nursery habitat of the Menindee Lakes and dispersed downstream into the
post-flood Murray River system from late 2016.
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3.2 Local recovery of Murray cod in Gunbower Creek
3.2.1 Murray cod population issue
Murray cod have declined in abundance in Gunbower Creek with no young-of-year (<150 mm
long), barely detectable numbers of juvenile fish and only low numbers of adult fish in 5-years of
monitoring surveys (Sharpe et al. 2013). Despite artificial stocking of hundreds of thousands of
Murray cod fingerlings the local population remains severely degraded, due to a number of
factors including poor survival of young age classes (e.g. fish <1 year old).

3.2.2 Hydrological issues
There are three major hydrological issues. Firstly, there are frequent rapid decreases in water
discharge from weirs along Gunbower Creek due to short-term fluctuation in irrigation demand
during the spring irrigation season, which coincides with Murray cod spawning. The flow
variability translates to dramatic hourly and daily changes in water level and local hydraulics
which potentially impacts Murray cod by interrupting courtship, nest construction, egg-laying
and larval survival. The second flow-related issue is the lack of hydrodynamic complexity (i.e.
variation in water velocity, vector [direction], depth, width and turbulence) and thirdly, in winter,
the entire flow is shut-down forcing all fish to over-winter in weir pool habitats. These
hydrological issues are similar in many other anabranches and working rivers of the southern
MDB.

3.2.3 Recovery opportunity
Within the Cohuna-Koondrook reach of the lower Gunbower Creek there is significant physical
habitat (e.g. snags) and hydrodynamic diversity (fast and slow flowing water) which support a
remnant population of adult Murray cod. In this reach, there was a major opportunity to
enhance juvenile Murray cod survival by delivering environmental water to supress the rapid
daily water level variation, while still meeting the needs of the irrigation industry.

3.2.4 Hydrograph planning
A conceptual model of Murray cod life-history was developed (see Appendices) and a
hydrograph designed to provide three key flow components to support life history events
(Baumgartner et al. 2014).
A spring/summer bank-full rise from August to December/January, which was relatively stable
(simulating a high river/flood) and without rapid decreases in level (e.g. an operational tolerance
of <0.15 m/day decrease in height). This supported Murray cod nesting, spawning and early
larval dispersal and survival in littoral habitats.
In summer, more flow variation but with less short-term oscillation. End-of-system flow over
Koondrook Weir was prioritised to maintain elevated water bank-full levels and flowing water
hydraulics throughout the Cohuna-Koondrook reach during the spring Murray cod spawning
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period (Oct-Dec). This provided the fishes preferred hydraulic habitats (Koehn 2009; MallenCooper et al. 2013).
Lastly, instead of the annual winter water shut-down, a base-flow (200-300 ML/d) was provided
to retain aquatic habitats and connectivity, and thus enhance survival of young fish.

3.2.5 Hydrograph components
An important point is that flow is simply a measureable at one point in a stream (e.g. ML/d). In
actual fact, Murray cod responded to an increase in hydrodynamic complexity (i.e. velocity,
depth and turbulence) and increasing hydrodynamic diversity was the underlying specific
objective of the hydrograph presented below (Mallen-Cooper and Zampatti 2015a).
The key outcome of the development of a local Murray cod hydrograph is to match flows to key
life history events for Murray cod. The key components of the Murray cod hydrograph for
Gunbower Creek are summarised in Table 3.2 and Figure 3.4. They relate directly to the
conceptual understanding of Murray cod life history-flow requirements.
Firstly, the shape of the hydrograph was based upon providing a spring rise, which was
relatively stable and without sharp decreases in level (no drops >0.15 m in 24 hours). This is
assumed to support Murray cod nesting, spawning and for larvae to emerge and move
downstream or to channel margin habitats.
Secondly, there was an end-of-system flow over Koondrook Weir to maintain elevated water
levels, flowing water and relatively complex hydrodynamics throughout the Koondrook weir pool
during the Murray cod spawning period (Oct-Dec). Thirdly, a winter base-flow (200-300 ML/d)
was prescribed so that young fish were not forced into remnant pools in winter where they are
potentially exposed to higher mortality.
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Table 3.2. Flow components of the 2013/14 Gunbower Murray cod hydrograph.
Flow
component
/
action
Koondrook Weir
held at lower
level
Irrigation ramp
up
Smooth ramp
up to steady
peak
Hold steady

Return to
normal
operations but
without high
daily
fluctuations
End-of-system
flow with spill at
Koondrook Weir
Late summer
and winter base
flow to enhance
Murray cod
recruitment

Timing

Duration

Channel capacity Fish life-history aspect
(max. 800 ML/d)

August 1 to
January 1

5 months

August 15September
15
October 1October 15

6 weeks

Koondrook Weir
removed to lowest
practical level
450 ML/d

2 weeks

600 ML/d

October 15December 15

2 months

600 ML/d (no water
level drops >0.15
m / 24 hours)

December 15

8 weeks

Gradual drawdown

October –
December

2 months

400-800 ML/d spill
from Koondrook

Create flowing water and relatively
greater hydrodynamic complexity

April to
August 2014

5 months

Base-flow e.g. 200300 ML/d

Enhance YOY/juvenile fish survival

During flows greater hydrodynamic
diversity (fast water) created in the
weir pool
Post winter rise to initiate Murray
cod egg maturation.
Littoral production processes
Cue for fish to move to spawning
habitat, court and mate
Maximise hydrodynamic complexity
Males to guard nest and larvae to
hatch, minimise hydraulic
disturbance
Maximise hydrodynamic complexity
Larvae to feed and move to littoral
areas
Maximise hydrodynamic complexity

3.2.6 Field application and monitoring
From early November to mid December 2013, Murray cod larvae were detected in Gunbower
Creek in the Cohuna-Koondrook reach with larval nets (Figure 3.5). In March 2014, young-ofthe-year Murray cod were detected with boat electrofishing (Sharpe and Stuart 2015). Further
sampling, to autumn 2017, has shown a change in population structure with YOY and juvenile
size classes present. The total volume of environmental water used during the delivery of the
Murray cod hydrograph was 19,013 ML.

3.2.7 Learnings
The Murray cod case-study was not designed to disentangle the influence of the various
components of the modified flow regime and further work is still required. We have instead
demonstrated a major management outcome: that operational changes to water delivery can
result in local scale fish recovery, as shown by the changed fish population structure, but still
meet irrigation demands.
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The success of the Murray cod hydrograph provides a proof-of-concept model for future flow
delivery in regulated anabranches and rivers, by explicitly linking the conceptual fish biology
model to each component of the regulated flow regime. The Murray cod hydrograph was
embedded within the prevailing irrigation flow regime and supported Murray cod ecology without
loss-of-service to irrigation customers.
From these results, a 10-year hydrograph plan has now been implemented which will form the
basis of Murray cod population recovery in Gunbower Creek. Each year there will be
implementation of the three major hydrograph components: (i) a spring spawning/recruitment
steady state flow, (ii) maximising hydrodynamic diversity (water velocity, depth and turbulence)
in Murray cod reaches, and (iii) a winter base-flow.
The approach used at Gunbower provides a useful case-study for recovering Murray cod in
regulated anabranches and creeks in the MDB.

Predicted flow at Cohuna Weir (blue) and target flow at Cohuna Weir (red)

800
Critical period for stability
of flow below Cohuna

700

Flows/Day (ML)

600
500
400
300
200
100
0
July

August

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Figure 3.4. Predicted flow at Cohuna (blue line) based on actual data and a conceptual Murray
cod hydrograph (red line). Environmental water was used to buffer the rapid daily variation in
discharge (and hence water level variation) is represented by the green arrows.
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Figure 3.5. Post larval Murray cod from Gunbower Creek spawned on a planned hydrograph in
spring 2013. Follow-up surveys have demonstrated significantly greater numbers of juvenile
cod surviving in the population structure.

3.2.8 Partnerships
A key to planning and implementing the specially designed Murray cod hydrograph was
collaboration among North Central CMA, Goulburn-Murray Water and fish ecologists. Weekly
meetings were important to ensure the operational objectives were met.
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3.3 Reach scale recovery of silver perch in the mid-Murray
3.3.1 Silver perch population issue
Silver perch populations have declined dramatically throughout the MDB and are presently at
low abundance relative to historic levels (Mallen-Cooper and Brand 2007). Populations are
fragmented in their geographic distribution, abundance and age structure. The remaining selfsustaining populations are in the Murray River between Torrumbarry and Euston weirs and the
lower Murrumbidgee and Edward-Wakool systems. The river reach below Torrumbarry Weir is
the longest unfragmented river reach in the Murray-Darling Basin and it retains a natural
seasonality of flows, albeit with reduced total flow, as well as relatively intact in-stream habitat.
In the Murray River between Torrumbarry and Yarrawonga and the lower Goulburn River, silver
perch populations appear to rely mainly on emigration from downstream reaches rather than
local recruitment (Forbes et al. 2015; Thiem et al. 2017). Silver perch in the lower Murray (in
SA) also appear reliant on emigration from sources further upstream.
Recruitment and dispersal of juveniles occurs when there is variation of within-channel flows.
Large numbers of silver perch move through Torrumbarry fishway and aggregate below
tributary weirs, such as Koondrook Weir (Mallen-Cooper and Stuart 2003; Sharpe 2011).
Many anabranch and creek habitats are not long enough to support self-sustaining populations
of silver perch which undertake large scale migration, potentially to spawning aggregation sites
(Mallen-Cooper et al. 2013); hence their populations are dependent on connectivity with the
mid-Murray River. This includes the lower and mid Darling River where silver perch have
declined following river regulation. There is high potential for tributary population recovery,
especially by juveniles dispersing along the Murray River, by improving connectivity and proving
appropriate tributary attraction flows in summer/autumn.

3.3.2 Silver perch hydrological issue
Silver perch likely spawn annually, in response to rising flows and temperatures >20oC (King et
al. 2016). Recruitment (survival to age 1-year), however, is more variable with strong and weak
year-classes evident in fishway trapping and in ageing studies (Mallen-Cooper 1999; MallenCooper and Stuart 2003). In the Murray River, spawning occurs at a very broad spatial scale
(e.g. 500+ km). Main river channel habitats appear to be the major recruitment, feeding and
overwintering zones and hence a diversity of aquatic habitats and hydrodynamics is probably
important to provide shelter and a productive food web; these aspects are likely to enhance
survival.
There is still some uncertainty as to the exact hydrological conditions that support strong silver
perch recruitment but the abundance of 1-year old fish in Torrumbarry fishway indicates that
strong year classes coincide with:


Rising spring flows that are largely contained in the Murray River channel without
floodplain inundation (e.g. from 1.2 to 2.4 m river height or 4,300-15,500 ML/d at Swan
Hill).
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A rising November/December hydrograph, the magnitude of this rise may only be small
(e.g. 0.3 m over 20 days or 0.6 m over 15 days) as long as there are no extended
steady state (flat-line) or receding flows.



Summer flows that are characterised by fluctuation within the river channel.

Weaker year-classes are characterised by:


Broad-scale high flows (e.g. >2.9 m or 17,000 ML/d at Swan Hill) or over-bank flooding
during spring.



Declining or stable flows/river levels in November/December.

Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show examples of hydrographs from both good and poor recruitment
events in recent years
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Figure 3.6. The Murray River level at Swan Hill (top panes) in 1988 and 2006 where there was
recruitment of silver perch, as shown by 1-year old fish in Torrumbarry fishway. The bottom
panes are when there poor recruitment of silver perch, when there was a high river or declining
November level..
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Figure 3.7. Murray River level at Swan Hill in 2005/06 (left) which resulted in a strong silver
perch recruitment and in 2012/13 (right) which resulted in weak recruitment. Rising flows in
November/December appear to be a key.

3.3.3 Recovery opportunity
The Murray River below Torrumbarry is one of the few river reaches where silver perch are still
common. There are two major opportunities to recover silver perch: firstly by providing the
annual in-channel rising spring (Oct/Nov/Dec) flows in the Murray River that support hydraulic
complexity, spawning and recruitment over large spatial scales (e.g. 500+ km). Secondly by
providing summer/autumn flows that cue juvenile recolonisation migrations into the upper and
lower Murray, as well as tributary populations. The scale of these recolonisation migrations is
potentially large (e.g. 500 km) and hence flows need to be planned at a similar scale.
The key to this planning is prioritising a rising late spring/early summer in-channel flow for
annual spawning and recruitment, rather than bankfull or over-bank flows. An annual dispersal
flow should also be planned for summer/autumn and this should coincide with tributary
management (e.g. a small rise in the lower Goulburn River to attract dispersing juvenile silver
perch). Application of this model in late 2016 and early 2017, found dispersal of juvenile silver
perch from Torrumbarry upstream into the Goulburn and Campaspe Rivers during a late
summer flow pulse (Koster et al. 2017a).

3.3.4 Hydrograph planning
A conceptual model of silver perch life-history was developed which represents the available
data and contemporary understanding of ecological processes such as habitat requirements,
spawning, recruitment and migration and its broad relationship to river flows (Appendix 3). This
knowledge forms the basis of flow planning for the silver perch hydrograph.
The flow history of the Murray River downstream of Torrumbarry Weir, at key sites such as
Swan Hill and Euston, was examined and linked to known recruitment events from published
otolith ageing studies and/or the abundance of 1-year old fish in Torrumbarry fishway over the
past 25 years (i.e. 1991 to 2016). This helps identify the important components of an annual
spawning flow including a rising flow (and increase in hydraulic complexity) in November or
December (e.g. 20 mm/day for 3-4 weeks for a total rise of 0.6 m) when water temperature is
>20oC over large spatial scales (e.g. Torrumbarry to Euston reach).
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The antecedent (i.e. in October) conditions required should also be a slow rise or steady state,
rather than a water level drop and the summer flows should include daily variation (e.g. 0.10
m/day) and an annual late summer/autumn (e.g. January to early March) juvenile dispersal flow
which could be synchronised with tributary inflows. These aspects are summarised in Table
3.3.
Table 3.3. Potential flow components of a silver perch hydrograph to be applied below
Torrumbarry Weir.
Flow
Timing
component
/
action
Irrigation ramp
August 15up
September
15
Slow to medium October 1rise
November 1
Slow rise (0.02- November 1
0.1 m/day)
–December
15
Return to
December
normal
15-May 15
operations but
without high
daily
fluctuations
Late summer
May 15and winter base August 15
flows

Duration

Swan Hill gauge Fish life-history aspect
height

6 weeks

~1.0 m

4 weeks

1.6 m

8 weeks

2.4 m

6 months

As required

Maintain hydrodynamic
complexity
Larvae/juveniles to feed and
move to littoral areas

8 weeks

>1.0 m

Enhance YOY/juvenile fish
survival

Post winter rise to initiate silver
perch egg maturation.
Littoral production processes
Cue for fish to move to spawning
habitat
Silver perch spawning

3.3.5 Field application and monitoring
The silver perch hydrograph could be further refined through quantitative analysis of existing
hydrological, ageing and fishway data. Application of the hydrograph requires a specific
monitoring program to demonstrate silver perch population benefits and adaptively manage and
improve the watering. Note that the reach scale (e.g. 500+ km) of the flow event and
monitoring program that would be required. In spring/summer 2016/17 and 2017/18, a program
led by the Arthur Rylah Institute began investigating the silver perch tributary dispersal
hydrograph with some juvenile fish entering the Goulburn and Campaspe rivers, providing initial
proof-of-concept (Koster et al. 2017a).
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4. Important considerations for long-term flow planning for native fish
4.1 Minimum spatial scale for fish outcomes
Throughout, we have emphasised the importance of geographic scale; i.e. the appropriate
ecological and hydrological scale for native fish outcomes, associated with environmental and
natural flow events. For managers, however, there is interest in the minimum spatial scale at
which a southern connected basin flow plan for native fish plan can be applied to enhance fish
recovery. We propose three broad scale categories: local scale (0-20 km), reach scale (20-500
km), catchment scale (500-2000 km). The scale of the key life history events for the three
species of interest are described in Table 4.1 below.
Table 4.1. The minimum spatial scale for recovery of key aspects of the life-cycle of golden
perch, silver perch and Murray cod.
Minimum
spatial scale
Event

Golden perch

Silver perch

Murray cod

Adult movement

50-500 km

50-200 km

1-50 km

Spawning

200-500 km

200-500 km

1-5 km

Recruitment

>500 km

>500 km

1-5 km

Juvenile
dispersal

500-1000 km

100-500 km

1-20 km

4.2 River Murray system flows and fish recruitment
Since European settlement, river flows in the River Murray system are now heavily regulated
and so patterns of fish recruitment now reflect existing conditions rather than those in nature.
River regulation affects all stages of fish ecology and development: fish spawning, egg
development and drift, hatch rates, survival, growth, recruitment and dispersal. There are,
however a growing body of primary evidence to demonstrate that fish populations can be
maintained under fully regulated conditions and there is great potential to enhance populations.
We note that many of the actions that we have prioritised can occur during regulated flows, but
that fish population benefits also occur during unregulated flooding.
Here we develop a series of species-specific hydrological scenarios that can enhance fish
populations, based on the latest published southern connected Basin science, targeting the
ecological processes of: spawning, recruitment, and movement. This approach builds on the
conceptual framework of other studies that utilised species groupings/guilds and/or
site/hydrology based frameworks for planning environmental flows (e.g. Baumgartner et al.
2014; Mallen-Cooper and Zampatti 2015b; Ellis et al. 2016).
In particular, we acknowledge deliberate linkages between this project and the “Fish and Flows”
approach being developed concurrently by NSW DPI Fisheries in the Northern MDB (DPI 2015)
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and the Southern Connected MDB (Ellis et al. 2016). The Fish and Flows project produced a
Management Framework which identifies ecologically significant components (ESC’s) of a
hydrograph that promote key life-history elements and processes for functional groups for
native freshwater fishes. The ESC’s were used to generate ‘adaptable’ conceptual annual flow
hydrographs to inform environmental water planning towards delivering native fish benefits.
In the Southern MDB, these hydrographs are being applied to particular rivers or catchments by
incorporating regionally specific information regarding expected fish communities, flow
thresholds, channel morphology and seasonality (Ellis et al. 2016). Each ESC is also
accompanied by recommended frequency (annual return interval), duration (days) and
maximum period between events required to maintain each functional group of fish. In those
documents, prioritisation of hydrograph components in any given season is based on the
required return frequency of hydrograph components, however we advocate for native fish
outcomes every year, when water availability allows.

4.3 Hydraulics: flowing water is a pre-requisite for recovery
For native fish, particularly those that respond to flows such as golden perch, the latest scientific
thinking prioritises restoration of landscape scale (e.g. hundreds of kilometres) of flowing water;
these are the habitats that have been most impacted by river regulation (Mallen-Cooper and
Zampatti 2015a). Flowing water habitats have been lost from large areas of the main stem of
rivers and restoration of these habitats is a major target of a Southern Connected Basin flow
plan for native fish. We do not review hydraulic components here but support the need for
recovery of these hydraulic habitats to assist in the restoration of native fish populations.

4.4 Daily flow variability
Flow variability is crucial to ecosystem function but in regulated rivers is among the most
severely impacted component of the natural flow regime with a significant reduction in small to
medium flow pulses within the channel (Green et al. 1998; Puckridge et al. 1998). At a daily (24
hour) scale, river regulation has caused a reduction in the small and medium changes in river
height which naturally occurred due to local rainfall (Thoms and Sheldon 2000).
The ecology of native fish is highly sensitive to daily changes in river flows and, in the low
gradient rivers of the MDB, water levels tend to increase and decrease relatively slowly.
Variability inundates key habitat features which triggers an ecological response from native fish.
For example, small and medium increases (e.g. 20 to 300 mm per day) in river height during
spring/summer are a strong cue for migration and spawning of many fish, such as silver perch
(Mallen-Cooper 1999; King et al. 2009). Hence, scientists often advocate for natural variability
in regulated rivers, but it is increasingly obvious that a much more comprehensive approach is
needed.
In working rivers, the operating definition of daily ‘variability’ is much different; there can be
frequent and rapid increases and decreases in water discharge from weirs due to short-term
fluctuation in downstream demand, especially during the irrigation season. On the other hand,
weir pools are often ‘flat-lined’ with almost no level variation. Hence, rivers are not operated as
dynamic ecosystems; their hydrograph resembles a fully regulated irrigation canal. In the reach
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below a weir, this style of flow management can often translate to dramatic hourly and daily
changes in water level (e.g. river drops of 2 m in a few hours) and local hydraulics which can
detrimentally impact on various aspects of fish ecology, including migration and spawning.
Among river managers, operators and scientists the definition of ‘flow variability’ is a major area
of confusion and this needs to be clarified for effective planning and implementation of
environmental watering events. In the context of a 24 h timeframe, there can be “good
variability” and “bad variability”. For good variability, scientists often fall back to the preregulated data (i.e. natural variability) but this is problematic as it requires a close examination
of the pre-regulated hydrograph and then interpretation of daily variation and natural rates of fall
during a range of conditions (e.g. floods and in-channel flows) among various sites. Hence,
scientists are rarely specific when they refer to ‘natural variability’.
While examination of historic data is instructive, ultimately operators need explicit instructions
concerning daily variability for a given environmental watering event. These can be refined and
improved upon through analysis of monitoring data. The maximum allowable daily variability
does vary with the ecological intent of the flow event (e.g. spawning or migration). Table 4.2
provides generic recommendations for daily variability (within a seasonal context) and the
maximum allowable daily water level change for each fish species. The recommendations in
Table 4.2 are not hard ‘rules’ and should be adjusted on a site-by-site basis.
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Table 4.2. A summary of seasonal flow type and daily (24 h) water level variation to support
key ecological processes in the life-history of golden perch, silver perch and Murray cod with
spatial scale also indicated.

Seasonal flow type and
daily (24h) variation
Event

Golden perch

Silver perch

Murray cod

Spatial scale

Catchment (500+ km)

Reach (up to 500 km)

Local (1-50 km)

Adult
movement

Spring/summer in-channel
rise and overbank flows
(daily variation 0.1-0.3 m)

Spring/summer in-channel
rising flow (daily variation
of 0.1-0.3 m)

Winter/spring in-channel
and over-bank rising
spring flows (daily
variation up to 0.3 m)

Spawning

Spring/summer in-channel
rise and overbank flows
(daily variation up to 0.10.3 m)

Spring/summer in-channel
rise (daily variation up to
0.1-0.3 m)

80-100% bankfull in
tribs.
(Maximum 24 h
recession 0.15 m)

Post-larval
recruitment

Summer bankfull (daily
variation up to 0.2 m)

Summer bankfull (daily
variation up to 0.2 m)

Summer bankfull (daily
variation up to 0.2 m)

Young-of-year
and juvenile
dispersal

Summer in-channel rise
(daily variation up to 0.10.2 m)

Summer in-channel rise
(daily variation up to 0.050.2 m)

Spring/summer inchannel rise (daily
variation up to 0.2 m)

Overwintering

Winter base flows to
provide connectivity
among refuge habitats

Winter base flows to
provide connectivity
among refuge habitats

Winter base flows to
provide connectivity
among refuge habitats
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4.5 Why is a decadal flow plan needed?
There are two fundamental reasons for long-term or decadal planning for environmental
flows: (i) river flows are dependent on continent-scale climate patterns (e.g. El NinoSouthern Oscillation (ENSO)) which have decadal influence and (ii) all large-bodied fish are
long lived (e.g. 20-40 years) and to support the key ecological processes of spawning,
recruitment, movement and over-wintering, over inter-catchment scales, a decadal plan is
required. Both continent-scale weather patterns and fish ecology operate at temporal scales
beyond the normal management cycle (i.e. 1-3 years) and thus a decadal plan takes a more
strategic and co-ordinated approach.
Climate considerations are crucial for planning environmental flows, not just for annual
planning but for understanding trajectories based on antecedent and current conditions. For
example, golden perch on the Darling River recruit during summer La Nina flow events and
huge numbers of juveniles over-winter in the Menindee Lakes (Sharpe 2011; Stuart and
Sharpe in prep). The following spring/summer these juvenile fish need to disperse from
Menindee, going downstream into the Murray and upstream in to the Darling system.
Hence, implementing a dispersal flow from Menindee Lakes to the Darling River and Great
Darling Anabranch and into the Murray River enables these fish to re-populate broader
areas and this means flow plans need to be adaptive and cognisant of the previous year’s
conditions.
Another example is the recruitment of Murray cod in the Lower Darling River in 2016/17
which will be important for helping to re-populate areas of the lower Murray River (e.g.
Mullaroo and Frenchman’s creeks) where Murray cod were detrimentally impacted by
blackwater in spring 2016 (MDFRC unpublished data). A long-term fish recovery plan is
needed when considering how to link the hydrology of rivers following infrequent
catastrophic events.
The design of a truly optimised 10-year flow regime tailored to the spawning and recruitment
regime considers the strategic release of water based on combinations of bank full – over
bank flood pulses that engage off-channel wetlands and in particular floodplain lakes,
interspersed annually by smaller, in-channel flow pulses so as to maximise benefit for
channel specialists (e.g. Murray cod), flow-dependent specialists (i.e. Golden perch and
Silver perch), generalists (e.g. Bony herring and other small-bodied species) and off-channel
specialist fish species (c.f. Ellis et al. 2016).
The southern connected basin is highly regulated and hence there is an opportunity to
achieve annual outcomes which are urgently required for native fish population recovery.
Previous approaches that rigidly plan fish hydrographs at a return frequency that is less than
annual (i.e. 1 year in 3), based on justification from either: (i) modelled unregulated Annual
Recurrence Intervals (ARI) flows, or (ii) long-lived species that recruit episodically, has not
worked. The science of fish recovery is constantly being refined and for environmental flow
managers the latest conceptual models clearly demonstrate the need for broad-scale annual
fish population recruitment/survival outcomes. The 10-year plan therefore includes annual
fish recovery objectives.
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A 10-year flow plan needs to be implemented and refined in an adaptive manner. The
opportunity here is to use the annual hydrographs to directly support decadal objectives.
To achieve the decadal objectives, we recommend that:


Spawning, recruitment and dispersal of silver perch be targeted in 10-of-10 years in
the mid-Murray (Torrumbarry to Euston reach) during managed within-bank and
natural over-bank flow events.



Spawning, recruitment and dispersal of Murray cod be targeted in 10-of-10 years in
the mainstem Murray, working tributary rivers and anabranches during managed
within-bank and natural over-bank flow events.



Spawning, recruitment and dispersal of Golden perch be targeted in 10-of-10 years in
the mainstem Murray and Darling rivers, working tributary rivers and anabranches
during managed within-bank and natural over-bank flow events.

We recommend a long-term, holistic approach to flow planning and flow delivery in the lower
Darling River and Murray River basins to achieve the maintenance and enhancement of a
basin scale fish community. A decadal flow plan, outlining the strategic release of water is
based on a combination of flood/flow pulses which spatially link so as to maximise benefit for
riverine fish.
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5. A long-term flow plan for native fish
The Southern Fish and Flows project (Ellis et al. 2016) produced a Management Framework
which identifies ecologically significant components (ESC’s) of a hydrograph that promote
key life-history elements and processes for functional groups for native freshwater fishes.
The ESC’s were used to generate ‘adaptable’ conceptual annual flow hydrographs to inform
environmental water planning towards delivering native fish benefits.
In the southern connected basin, these hydrographs are being applied to particular rivers or
catchments by incorporating regionally specific information regarding expected fish
communities, flow thresholds, channel morphology and seasonality (Ellis et al. 2016). Each
ESC is also accompanied by recommended flow frequency (annual return interval), duration
(days) and maximum period between flow events to maintain sustainable levels of
recruitment to each functional group of fish.
Rather than plan less frequent flows based on historic conditions our approach was to
develop a long-term flow plan which applies an annual foundation hydrograph to all rivers
and anabranches which prioritises two components (i) an annual spring (SeptemberOctober) within-channel rise for Murray cod spawning and recruitment and (ii) a perennial
winter flow (Table 5.1 and Figure 5.1). This hydrograph is then built upon, in large rivers (not
in anabranches) with annual silver and golden perch spring/summer spawning pulses and
summer/autumn dispersal pulses (Figures 5.2, 5.3, Tables 5.2, 5.3, 5.4). The Darling River
hydrograph is shown in Figure 5.4 and Table 5.5. From a system point of view, conceptual
application of the hydrographs is shown in Figure 5.5 and 5.6. Annual watering priorities
are shown in Table 5.6.

Table 5.1.
A long-term (decadal) flow plan to be implemented annually and
managed/refined adaptively.

Drought
Low flow
Normal
regulated
flow
High flow
Flood

Murray
River
Yarrawonga
to
Torrumbarry

Murray
River
Torrum
barry to
Euston

Lower
Murray
(SA)

Short
anabranches
(e.g. Mullaroo
Ck, Little Murray,
Gunbower),
medium rivers
(e.g. Lachlan,
Broken)

Major
tributaries (e.g.
Murrumbidgee,
EdwardWakool,
Lachlan &
Goulburn)

Main
stem of
lower
Darling
River

Mid/
upper
Darling
River

Plan A
Plan B
Plan B

Plan C
Plan C
Plan C

Plan B
Plan B
Plan B

Plan A
Plan A
Plan A

Plan B
Plan B
Plan B

Plan D
Plan D
Plan D

N/A
Plan B
Plan B

Plan B
N/A

Plan C
N/A

Plan B
N/A

Plan A
N/A

Plan B
N/A

Plan D
N/A

Plan B
N/A
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Figure 5.1. Plan A, the foundation hydrograph, with a spring in-channel rise with a steady
peak and permanent winter baseflow (i.e. perennial flow). An annual hydrograph designed
to support Murray cod spawning and enhance survival. Plan A can be applied in rivers and
even within reaches and has most application in anabranches and small creeks (e.g.
Mullaroo Creek) but can also form the foundation hydrograph in major rivers during dry
periods.

Table 5.2. Application of the Murray cod foundation hydrograph and expected ecological
outcomes.
Where
Anabranches, small creeks (e.g. Little
Murray, Broken, Gunbower,
Campaspe, Loddon, Mullaroo, Gulpa,
Colligen-Niemur, Edwards-Wakool,
Merran Creek, SA anabranches)

When
All years

Murray River: Yarrawonga to
Torrumbarry
Murrumbidgee, Lachlan and
Goulburn/Broken rivers and
anabranches
Lower Darling River, mid-Darling,
upper Darling/Barwon and tributaries

Low flow
years
All years
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All years

Expected outcomes
 Murray cod spawning and
recruitment in spring.
 Over-wintering based flow
and enhanced survival.
 Enhanced population survival
and growth
 As above


As above



As above
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Figure 5.2. Plan B, the spring in-channel rise with a shallow rising November/December
peak and permanent winter baseflow. An annual hydrograph designed to support Murray
cod, silver perch and golden perch spawning, and enhance survival. This plan also
incorporates a summer/autumn dispersal flow (red line) for juvenile silver perch and golden
perch. Plan B can be applied in the Murray River from Yarrawonga to Euston, in the lower
Murray (SA) and also in major rivers (e.g. Murrumbidgee, Edward-Wakool, Goulburn,
Campaspe and Loddon).
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Table 5.3. Application of Plan B, the foundation hydrograph with silver perch and golden
perch dispersal and expected ecological outcomes.
Where
Murray River:
Yarrawonga to
Torrumbarry

When
All years

Lower Murray
Major tributaries
(e.g.
Murrumbidgee,
Edward-Wakool,
Goulburn,
Campaspe,
Loddon)
Lower Darling
River
Mid/upper Darling
River

All years
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Expected outcomes
 Murray cod spawning and recruitment in spring
 Juvenile silver perch and golden perch
dispersal in summer/autumn
 Overwintering base flow and enhanced
survival
 Enhanced population survival and growth
 As above



As above



As above
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Figure 5.3. Plan C, spring in-channel rise with a shallow rising November/December peak
and permanent winter baseflow. An annual hydrograph designed to support silver perch and
Murray cod and golden perch spawning, and enhance survival. Filling of floodplain lakes is
for golden perch recruitment. This plan also incorporates a summer/autumn dispersal flow
(red line) for juvenile silver perch and golden perch. Plan C can be applied in the Murray
River in the long reach from Torrumbarry to Euston.
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Table 5.4. Application of Plan C, with silver perch spawning and dispersal, and golden
perch dispersal and expected ecological outcomes.
Where
Murray River:
Yarrawonga to
Euston

When
All years

Lower Murray

Major tributaries
(e.g.
Murrumbidgee,
Goulburn)
Lower Darling
River

All years
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Expected outcomes
 Murray cod spawning and recruitment in spring
 Silver perch spawning in spring
 Juvenile silver perch and golden perch
dispersal in summer/autumn
 Overwintering base flow and enhanced
survival
 Enhanced population survival and growth


As above



As above
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Figure 5.4. Plan D, the spring in-channel rise with a steady peak and permanent winter
baseflow. An annual hydrograph designed to support Murray cod spawning and enhance
survival. This foundation plan must be implemented annually in order to protect and
enhance the important Murray cod population of the lower Darling River. Where water
availability in Menindee Lakes allows, Plan D can be augmented to provide a golden perch
(and possibly silver perch) spawning flow by adding a second summer peak
(November/December; indicated by the red line). A major component of this hydrograph is
the annual juvenile dispersal flow in summer/autumn which cues golden perch to leave
Menindee Lakes and re-populate upstream and downstream. Plan D can be applied in the
lower Darling River (below Menindee Lakes).
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Table 5.5. Application of Plan D for the Lower Darling River, with annual Murray cod
spawning, recruitment and dispersal. When water availability in Menindee Lakes allows,
spawning, recruitment and dispersal of golden perch and silver perch.

Where
Lower Darling
River

When
All years

Lower Darling
River

Where
water is
available in
Menindee
Lakes
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Expected outcomes
 Murray cod spawning and recruitment
 Dispersal of young fish
 Overwintering base flow and enhanced
survival
 Enhanced population survival and growth
 Golden perch spawning and recruitment
 Potential silver perch spawning and
recruitment
 Dispersal of golden perch and Murray cod in
the lower Darling and lower Murray rivers
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Table 5.6. Annual watering priorities to improve native fish recovery.
Location

Watering event

Ecological outcome

Macintyre-Barwon-Darling
River and Qld/NSW tributaries

Plan B

Connection along Macintyre-Barwon-Darling River
length to Menindee Lakes, including tributaries
Murray cod spawning and recruitment
Golden perch spawning, recruitment and dispersal
Overwintering base connection flow

Lower Darling River (below
Menindee)

Plan D spring/summer inchannel rise
Plan D summer flow rise

Plan D autumn flow rise
Plan D winter flow

Murray cod spawning and recruitment
Golden perch spawning and recruitment in LDR and
lower Murray
Golden perch dispersal into mid and lower Darling,
and lower Murray
Silver perch spawning and recruitment in LDR and
lower Murray
Overwintering base connection flow

Murray River Yarrawonga to
Torrumbarry

Murray River Torrumbarry to
Euston

Plan A spring/summer inchannel rise

Murray cod spawning and recruitment

Plan C rising Nov/Dec flow

Silver perch and golden perch spawning and
recruitment

Plan C winter flow

Overwintering base connection flow

Plan C spring/summer inchannel rise

Murray cod spawning and recruitment

Plan C rising Nov/Dec flow
Plan C summer/autumn rise

Silver perch spawning and recruitment
Juvenile silver perch and golden perch dispersal
Overwintering base connection flow

Plan C winter flow
Lower Murray

Plan A spring/summer inchannel rise

Murray cod spawning and recruitment
Juvenile silver perch and golden perch dispersal

Plan B summer/autumn rise
Major rivers (e.g. Goulburn,
Edward-Wakool,
Murrumbidgee, Lachlan,
Campaspe, Loddon)

Plan A spring/summer inchannel rise
Plan B summer/autumn rise
and
reconnection
with
Murray River

Murray cod spawning and recruitment
Juvenile silver perch and golden perch dispersal
Overwintering base connection flow

Plan B winter flow
Anabranches (e.g. Mullaroo
Ck, Gunbower), all
small/medium creeks/rivers
where remnant Murray cod
remain – Broken, Campaspe,
Loddon, Yanco, EdwardWakool, Gulpa, Lachlan
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Plan A winter flow

Murray cod spawning and recruitment
Overwintering base connection flow
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Figure 5.5. A conceptual representation of integrated system-scale hydrographs. The top
panel shows an unregulated wet year scenario, where peak events in the Darling and Lower
Murray provide golden perch and Murray cod spawning opportunities. The bottom panel
shows planned juvenile fish tributary dispersal flows.
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Figure 5.6. A conceptual representation of integrated system-scale hydrographs over two
consecutive years. The top panel shows an unregulated wet year scenario in year 1, where
peak events in the Darling and Lower Murray provide golden perch and Murray cod spawning
opportunities and year 2 shows dispersal and Murray cod spawning flows. The bottom panel
shows unregulated high flows in the Murray River in Year 1 and bankfull flows in Year 2.
Integration of flows is important for dispersal of Murray cod and golden perch and
demonstrates the interdependence of river ecology.
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6. Implementation of the southern connected basin flow plan for native fish
6.1 Active testing of fish hydrographs: Darling River 2016/17
The model hydrographs could be potentially implemented under the MDBAs ‘river operations
trial’ where evidence is gathered in an active adaptive manner (MDBA 2014). Hence, the plan
presented here builds on the benefits of regional environmental flows by connecting them at a
basin scale where there is operational flexibility. Each of the scenarios will require continuous
improvement.
From a fish perspective, providing some guidance to river operators to create regionally linked
flows, based on fish data, supports continuous improvement. In some cases, there will be
operational constraints to a completely optimised hydrograph, especially for golden perch,
where connectivity between rivers and floodplain lakes has been removed. We recommend
experimentally testing a range of regulated release scenarios to optimise fish outcomes and so
inform the optimisation of future managed releases, refine hypotheses and achieve regional
ecological benefits.


In October/November 2016, a flow event in the Darling River created an opportunity to
test golden perch and Murray cod recruitment and dispersal hydrographs. This
included:



A designed environmental flow to the lower Darling River from Menindee to promote
Murray cod, golden perch spawning and possibly silver perch spawning (Figure 6.1).



A designed environmental flow into the lower Darling River to disperse juvenile golden
perch downstream from the Menindee Lakes into the Murray River. This flow was
intended to coincide with a high Murray River to synchronise the flow events and take
advantage of conditions that could contribute to high juvenile fish dispersal in the
Murray River upstream and downstream of the Murray-Darling junction.



Active monitoring of the natural flow event on the Darling River upstream of Menindee
demonstrated golden perch spawning and recruitment of juveniles into the Menindee
Lakes.



Design of two environmental dispersal flows to cue juvenile golden perch to leave the
Menindee lakes in late 2016 and early 2017 to the lower Darling and Great Darling
Anabranch to the Murray River.



Design of an overwintering environmental flow in the lower Darling River to enhance
survival of native fish, particularly juvenile Murray cod and golden perch.

With strong monitoring data these hydrographs and ecological opportunities will be tested
providing data and analysis that will inform a southern connected basin flow plan for native
fish, while also demonstrating broad-scale ecological outcomes. The Darling River flow is also
an opportunity for the management and research collaborators (CEWO, OEH, MDBA, Water
NSW, NSW DPI, Kingfisher Research & CPS Enviro) to co-operatively achieve a major fish
outcome.
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Figure 6.1. Lower Darling river hydrograph in 2016/17 showing a rising spring flow for Murray
cod spawning/recruitment, a golden perch and silver perch spawning pulse, a pulse from
Menindee Lakes to disperse young-of-the year and a winter base-flow. Graphic courtesy Iain
Ellis (NSW DPI). Monitoring demonstrated outcomes of Murray cod and golden perch
recruitment to the Lower Darling River and Murray River.

6.2 Using the Menindee Lakes and Darling River to help re-populate the
southern MDB with golden perch
The Menindee Lakes on the Darling River are broadly becoming recognised as the ‘engine
room’ of golden perch production for large areas of the entire Darling and lower/mid Murray
rivers (Sharpe 2011; Sharpe et al. 2015; Zampatti et al. 2015). The brief life-history of Darling
River golden perch includes: adult fish spawning in the Barwon River (possibly in the
Queensland border rivers reach) with long-distance larval drift downstream through the Darling
River and into the Menindee Lakes.
Juvenile fish may pass quickly through the Menindee Lakes (where there are few adults) with
outflow (via the lower Darling or more episodically the Great Darling Anabranch), or they may
over-winter and then disperse upstream (into the Darling River) and downstream (into the
lower Darling River, or Great Darling Anabranch, and then into the Murray system) on a flow
event the following spring/summer.
We recommend implementing a Darling River perennial hydrology to regularly inundate all of
the Menindee Lakes to produce and disperse golden perch. Most importantly, the Menindee
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Lakes should be protected from hydrological changes that detrimentally impact on golden
perch populations.

6.3 Modified river operations that can support the fish hydrographs and
outcomes
At a local scale, there are several operational practices that can limit the outcomes of a
Southern Connected Basin flow plan for native fish. Modified operations that can support
native fish outcomes include:


Transmission of small/medium river flow pulses rather than capturing or attenuating
them, particularly in spring.



Protection of low flows, small rises and small floods in the Darling and Murray systems,
particularly during spring (spawning) and autumn (dispersal).



Slow recessions to a winter baseflow, rather than rapid drawdown of rivers and creeks
to cease to flow in winter.



Minimise extreme fluctuations in daily and intra-daily river levels, in response to
downstream demand, especially in spring.



Avoid re-regulation of floodwaters and return flows from environmental watering on
floodplains into offstream storages (e.g. Lake Victoria, Kow Swamp) when other
operational options may be available. Nutrient rich return water supports improved
survival and recruitment of young fish and may trigger migrations/dispersal through
chemical signals.



Filling of off stream storages and supply to irrigation schemes in a way that avoids
entrapment of fish. This may require infrastructure investment to provide fish passage
at some storages that have potential as nursery habitats; whilst providing fish
screening at storages and irrigation offtakes that cannot return fish to the system.



Operation of weir pools to create daily fluctuation of weir pool levels rather than
maintain static levels.



Operation of regulating structures in overshot mode wherever available rather than
undershot mode where mortality rates for eggs, larvae and small fish are higher
(Baumgartner et al. 2006)



Operation of infrastructure in ways that increases hydrodynamic complexity and
diversity.



For environmental water, the minimum flow compliance points to be measured at the
downstream target zone rather than simply at the upstream storage release point which
better accounts for system losses.
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6.4 The need for a fish management plan at Menindee Lakes
The importance of the Menindee Lakes to maintaining and improving golden perch populations
across the Basin is difficult to understate. There is a strong likelihood that Menindee Lakes
represents one of the last functional deflation basin floodplain lake nursery habitats in the
southern basin. The Darling River and Menindee Lakes are a source of young golden perch
that, under suitable conditions, disperse into the Murray River and tributaries, (Sharpe 2011;
Zampatti et al. 2015). Strong cohorts of fish originating from the Darling River underpin many
of the golden perch populations in specific locations in the southern Basin.
Under water savings initiatives, there may be significant changes to the hydrological
infrastructure, operations and inundation regimes at Menindee Lakes, in addition to abstraction
of low flows and small rises/flows in the Barwon-Darling River and other northen Basin
catchments. Hence, there is an urgent need to develop a detailed Darling River and Menindee
Lakes Fish Management Plan (as per NSW DPI 2014) which outlines a practical operational
vision for managing the water within the Darling River and Menindee Lakes. An over-arching
goal of such a plan is to implement a managed hydrology that supports regular golden perch
spawning and recruitment to the Menindee Lakes and contributes to broad-scale (Darling and
Murray system) population growth. A Darling River and Menindee Lakes Fish Management
Plan would complement and interact with a southern connected basin flow plan for native fish.
A specific plan for the Darling River and Menindee Lakes is beyond the scope of the present
document, but we suggest that it include the following components:


Enhance Menindee Lakes filling opportunities and recruitment of golden perch by
implementing and protecting perennial flow regimes in the Barwon-Darling River and
tributaries that enable regular lake inflow events. Full basin-length connectivity from the
Barwon River and tributaries downstream to the Murray River are crucial for fish
movement, spawning and population recovery.



Maintain the full hydrological function of Menindee Lakes for golden perch recruitment.



Operations that maximise juvenile golden perch dispersal from Menindee Lakes,
upstream and downstream, into the Darling system and beyond, including via the Great
Darling Anabranch.



Operations that release water from Menindee Lakes to provide a lower Darling
hydrograph to support Murray cod and golden perch. A winter baseflow and spring
steady rise are important components of this hydrograph (as described herein).



Refined operations of Lake Victoria to ensure juvenile golden perch travelling
downstream from the lower Darling River remain in channel to the lower River Murray
(SA).



Provide a detailed fish management plan for operation of Lake Cawndilla considering
stranding of fish during drawdown and a detailed flow and fish ecology plan for the
Great Darling Anabranch and its adjacent complex of deflation lakes and creeks.
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Prioritise fish passage for Menindee Lakes and other weirs along the Darling system.



Investigate and provide perennial flows in the Darling River main stem as per the
natural hydrograph (Thoms and Sheldon 2000).

6.5 Complementary actions
Native fish recovery cannot rely on environmental watering alone; water allocation does not
address the key issues of: (i) barriers to fish passage, (ii) physical habitat re-instatement, (iii)
thermal pollution and (iv) over-fishing. In addition, the provision of water alone cannot bring
back species which are already locally extinct throughout much of their natural range, such as
southern purple-spotted gudgeon, southern pygmy perch and olive perchlet. It is very likely
that these fish will need to be re-stocked into their historical range.
For all native fish species, complementary actions are required to support environmental
watering and fish recovery. These actions have been identified in detail in the basin-wide
Native Fish Strategy (2003-2013) and in other more recent regional recovery plans (MDBA
2003; Mallen-Cooper et al. 2013). We also have identified several high priority complementary
actions that address key ‘bottlenecks’ in broad-scale fish population recovery. In brief, these
are:
Re-instate physical habitat to expand the range of trout cod and Murray cod
Physical habitats have been restored in many parts of the Murray River and tributaries,
including the Murray River below Yarrawonga, Broken Creek, Pyramid Creek. The 42 km
reach of the Murray River below ‘The narrows’ (river km 1772) at Barmah to at least the
Goulburn River mouth (river km 1730) is a key reach that also requires habitat restoration.
This area was historically de-snagged and could better support increased trout cod
populations if greater densities of physical habitat were present. Re-snagging in the Barmah
to Goulburn reach of the Murray River is required to support the downstream expansion of
trout cod.
In the long river reach from Torrumbarry Weir (river km 1638) to Mildura (river km 878) are
some of the most valuable flowing water hydraulics in the southern MDB. We suggest that resnagging broad areas in this reach will be an important step in recovering trout cod and
Murray cod across broad spatial scales. Re-snagging in the Torrumbarry to Mildura reach of
the Murray River is required to support the downstream expansion of trout cod and recovery of
Murray cod.
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Restore fish passage in the Murrumbidgee and Lachlan rivers
Most of the major Murray River tributaries, especially the lower reaches, have benefited from
fishway construction programs, including the Goulburn, Edward-Wakool, Campaspe,
Gunbower, Loddon/Pyramid, Little Murray, Mullaroo and lower Darling (except Menindee
Weir). The major river that is absent from this connectivity initiative is the Murrumbidgee
where there are no functional fishways (Baumgartner and Harris 2007). Mainstem weirs in the
lower reaches of the Murrumbidgee (e.g. Balranald and Redbank) appear to be blocking fish
exchange between the Murray and lower Murrumbidgee which is especially important for
colonisation of golden perch and silver perch populations from the Murray into the
Murrumbidgee. Fishways are required for the lower and mid Murrumbidgee River.
This logic could also be applied to the Lachlan River where weirs without fishways (e.g.
Jemalong Weir, Cottons Weir and Brewster Weir) should be prioritised to complement the
existing fishways (e.g. fishways on Booligal Weir, Cargelligo Weir, Island Creek Weir and
Bumbuggan Creek Weir). There is some merit in treating the Lachlan system as its own
priority for fish passage and fish population recovery due to the infrequent connection to the
greater MDB via the Great Cumbung Swamp and lower Murrumbidgee River.
Increase connectivity between the northern and southern basins improve outcomes for golden
perch
A southern connected basin flow plan for native fish would prioritise recruitment and dispersal
flows for golden perch. There are, however, several other opportunities to support this
initiative with complementary actions. These include:


Re-instating upstream and downstream fish passage on the weirs of Menindee Lakes



Re-instating upstream fish passage on the Darling River between Menindee and
Walgett weirs



Protect or provide the first spring/summer bankfull spawning flows (e.g. 10,000 ML/d)
on the Darling River above Menindee for golden perch and Murray cod.



Provide winter flows downstream of Menindee to enhance survival of Murray cod and
golden perch recruits.



Examine opportunities to improve hydrodynamic complexity along the Darling River.



Ensure the ongoing health of golden perch populations are considered during any
operational changes for Menindee Lakes.



Develop a detailed and holistic Darling River fish recovery plan or Northern Connected
Basin Plan that integrates with the Southern Connected Basin flow plan for native fish.



Experimentally test a range of regulated release scenarios to optimise golden perch
dispersal (upstream and downstream) from Menindee to inform optimisation of future
managed releases in the lower Darling River.
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Increase connectivity between the Murray River and tributaries to help re-populate the
southern MDB with silver perch
Silver perch recruit strongly below Torrumbarry and have repopulated the upper river (above
Torrumbarry) and some part of the lower Murray, as well as some connected tributaries.
Expand this ecology with targeted flows and complementary actions (e.g. fishways and
summer/autumn tributary dispersal flows) in the lower Darling and mid-Darling, Murrumbidgee,
Edward-Wakool, Goulburn, Loddon, Campaspe, Gunbower and anabranch habitats.
Restore the golden perch recruitment function and connectivity of large deflation basin lakes
along the mid and lower reaches of large rivers
The recruitment of golden perch in the Menindee Lakes (see case study herein) is an
ecological model of one of the last functional deflation-basin lakes in the MDB. Another recent
example was recruitment of golden perch during the managed inundation of Hattah Lakes
(Wood and Brown 2016). For silver perch, there was a similar event at Lake Boga (Tonkin et
al. 2017). These floodplain lake recruitment events are instructive for potential management
intervention at other locations. Reconnecting rivers with their floodplain can be considered for
improving golden perch recruitment. Although partly experimental, we recommend that the
potential for restoration of floodplain lake nursery function at other large floodplain lakes that
are adjacent to but alienated by regulation from the major rivers be evaluated, including the
Murray, Darling, Murrumbidgee and Goulburn.
We suggest a managed golden perch recruitment event could be initiated with an intervention
that included:
Year 1


Identifying appropriate floodplain lake(s) at the lower end of large rivers that can be
filled with environmental water.



Initiate an environmental flow pulse from upstream storages in spring that is designed
to stimulate golden perch spawning in the river channel 200+km upstream of the target
lake(s).



Divert the majority of the environmental flow to the lake when golden perch larvae are
present in source waters, filling the lake and facilitating appropriate nursery conditions
(i.e. food productivity).



Avoid reconnection with river during the overwinter period (5-10 months).

Year 2


Reconnect the lake with a follow-up flow pulse the following spring to cue juvenile fish
to migrate from the lake back to the main river channel



Implement a planned floodplain recession and fish exit strategy (e.g. Sharpe et al.
2016)
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Year 2-5


Provide staged flow pulses in the receiving river to cue upstream and downstream
dispersal of juveniles.

Such an experiment has application for golden perch but could have some extension to silver
perch. Potential sites for such an extensive intervention include:


Hattah Lakes (Mallee Murray, VIC)



Lower Goulburn River wetlands (VIC)



Yanga, Tala, Paika, Barren Box lakes (lower Murrumbidgee, NSW)



Lake Boga, Kow Swamp and Moira Lake (mid-Murray, VIC) *requires implementing
partial drying regime



Euston Lakes (mid-Murray, NSW) *requires implementing partial drying regime



Lake Victoria (lower Murray, NSW) *requires implementing partial drying regime



South Australian lower River Murray lakes and floodplain *requires implementing partial
drying regime



Lachlan River lakes (e.g. Lakes Brewster & Cargelligo, Great Cumbung Swamp, NSW)

6.6 Collaboration and coordination
To achieve the goals of a Southern Connected Basin flow plan for native fish there will be a
need for strong cross-border collaboration, including the Basin riparian states, water holders,
environmental flow managers, water authorities, river operators and communities. A lack of
collaboration among stakeholders is the biggest ongoing risk to the successful implementation
of a Southern Connected Basin flow plan for native fish, which spans an unprecedented
geographic and temporal scale. We suggest that the existing technical advisory groups, such
as the Southern Connected Basin Environmental Watering Committee (SCBEWC) and the
Water Liaison Working Group (WLWG), should facilitate the adoption, monitoring and adaptive
refinement of the native fish recovery vision outlined within this document.
Co-ordination of flows across large spatial scales and multiple State agencies within a context
of rapidly evolving river conditions and opportunities also obviates a need for a small expert
panel to provide technical advice. Within the team, river managers, river operators and fish
ecologists should provide multi-disciplinary advice to maximise environmental outcomes from
watering. Ensuring environmental water achieves objectives can be complex and a key to the
success of other fish recovery programs, often via daily river operations, such as at Gunbower
and the lower Darling, was formulation a small working group. We strongly support
formulation of a small expert team to help introduce and provide ongoing refinement of the
practical components of a southern connected basin flow plan for native fish.
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6.7 Adaptive management
The response of fish to the implementation of a southern connected basin flow plan for native
fish needs to be monitored across the various catchments. Only with monitoring can adaptive
management be used to reach the over-arching goals of the plan and realise the full
environmental benefits. A rigorous monitoring program should be developed, including
monitoring of key river operations and hydrodynamic complexity measures. By monitoring the
response of native fish to the system-scale flows the plan can be optimised and provide
stakeholder confidence in ecologically informed flow planning.

6.8 Future directions
In regulated rivers, native fish recovery can be enhanced by implementing long-term (e.g. 10
year) designed hydrographs that target: (i) an annual spring spawning/recruitment steady state
flow, (ii) maximising hydrodynamic diversity (water velocity, depth and turbulence), and (iii) an
annual base winter connection flow. Future multi-year work is still needed to disentangle the
combination of mechanisms that govern fish recruitment/survival but we highlight that there is
an immediate management opportunity to implement designed fish hydrographs. Fish
outcomes can be achieved with relatively small amounts of environmental water, at minimal
cost and with no disruption to the irrigation regime. Thus managers and scientists working in
partnership with irrigators provides a way where more can be achieved for native fish on a
local and regional scale.

7. Summary
We have synthesized the recent research on native fish to reveal a huge potential to support
and recover native fish populations, by explicitly linking the functional hydrology of connected
catchments. The benefits of such an approach is a more functional river landscape with
annual native fish recruitment and dispersal, significant fish population growth and geographic
expansion.
A strength of this approach is that it can achieve objectives through more co-ordinated water
management and delivery – so that fish can complete key life history components – rather
than by proposing major changes to volumes allocated to different water ‘uses’.
The fish recovery hydrographs present a new practical approach with annual and decadal
objectives for fish recovery that take a strategic and co-ordinated inter-catchment approach to
river management. This approach represents great value for river managers as there has
already been significant experimental refinement of the fish hydrographs. Further monitoring
and evaluation is needed, along with an adaptive approach and future extension to a broader
range of fish species and in the northern Murray-Darling Basin.
The great opportunity of a southern connected basin flow plan for native fish is in clarifying fish
objectives, supporting a multi-jurisdictional approach with unified ecological goals, connecting
rivers with fish recovery hydrographs and ultimately in demonstrating inter-basin riverine
recovery.
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Appendix 1 - Who has been consulted?
This document has benefited from the input and review of various peers, who included:
Heleena Bamford (MDBA), Stuart Little (MDBA), Jarod Lyon (VIC DELWP), John Koehn (VIC
DELWP), Iain Ellis (NSW DPI), Sam Davis (NSW DPI), Tony Townsend (NSW DPI), Brenton
Zampatti (SARDI) and Martin Mallen-Cooper (FCS). On 31 August 2016, the project team
presented the plan to SCBEWC in Canberra, to NSW OEH, CEWHO and NSW NPWS in
Deniliquin in November 2016, to the TLM Icon site managers in Echuca in December 2016, to
NSW OEH environmental water managers in Leeton NSW in March 2017 and to the tri-state
CMA managers meeting in Mildura in April 2017.
The project team routinely works across multiple state and federal water jurisdictions and are
regularly involved in providing advice, implementing, monitoring and refining flow delivery
schedules to promote and restore local fish populations. This has provided opportunity for the
concept of restoring system-scale, connected flows for fish to be explored with regional water
managers who both understand the need, realise the potential benefits to local populations
and in principal, are supportive of working toward implementing a southern connected basin
flow Plan for native fish.
Agencies and water managers that have attended presentations and are aware of the
development of this plan, and their respective jurisdictions include:
Agency

Sites

NSW Office of Environment and Heritage

Yanco-Billabong Creek system
Murrumbidgee River
Lower Murrumbidgee floodplain
Edward-Wakool system
Barmah-Millewa Forest
Bullatale Creek
Barmah-Millewa Forest
Gulpa Creek
Edward River
Yanga National Park

NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service

Goulburn Broken CMA

North Central CMA

Mallee CMA
SA Department of Water and Natural
Resources
Commonwealth Environmental Water Holder
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Goulburn River
Broken River
Campaspe River
Barmah Forest
Gunbower Forest and Gunbower Creek
Loddon River
Campaspe River
Pyramid Creek
Kerang Lakes
Little-Murray River
Hattah Lakes
Lindsay-Mullaroo system
Lower River Murray and floodplain
Darling River
Murray River
Edward-Wakool
Murrumbidgee River
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Appendix 2. Diagrammatic conceptual model of golden perch life-history.
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Appendix 3. A panel series depicting the conceptual life-history of golden
perch.
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Appendix 4. Diagrammatic conceptual model of silver perch life-history.
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Appendix 5. A conceptual model of Murray cod life history.
The model contains ecology, obligate habitat requirements and associated hydrological
requirements formed the basis of flow planning for the Murray cod hydrograph. A conceptual
model of Murray cod life history ecology is summarised in Table 1, below.
Table 1. A conceptual model of Murray cod life history ecology, flow and habitat requirements in the
southern, regulated Murray-Darling Basin.

HABITAT
 In the temperate reaches of northern Victoria, southern NSW and SA Murray cod spawn in
October/November and sometimes December each year.
 Murray cod prefer flowing river reaches with hydraulic complexity/diversity and snags.
 Murray cod can spawn and recruit during low stable flows, rising flows and floods.
 Recruitment potential may be increased when additional habitat resources such as food
and shelter are created as benches and riparian zones are inundated by rising flows.

Murray cod eggs and larvae require a steady flow increase and very little daily variations in
water level (0.1 m) to maximise spawning success.
RECRUITMENT
 There is high mortality of young fish but those that survive their first summer and winter
and grow to 90-140 mm long tend to have a good chance of recruiting into the sub-adult
population (250-600 mm long).
 Murray cod mature late (3-5 years) and at a reasonably large size (>600 mm long) but
females have relatively low egg numbers (fecundity).
 Murray cod are long-lived (>40 years) and can grow to a large size (e.g. 1.4 m).
SPAWNING
 October/November and sometimes December each year.
 Murray cod display complex pre-spawning courtship behaviour and females may spawn
with more than one male.
 Males guard nests for up to 2 weeks while the eggs hatch.
COLONISATION
 Movements may be up to 120 km but are usually only a few kilometres (e.g. commonly up
to 30 km).

CONNECTIVITY
 Murray cod move from their home snag to spawning areas in August/September on rising
water temperature in late winter and early spring.
 Many adult fish move back to their home snag post spawning.
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Appendix 6. A brief review of annual flow plans in northern Victoria and southern NSW. The table identifies current fish
objectives and flow recommendations, mainly for flowing rivers and creek systems (not lakes) and those that can be better coordinated for
catchment scale outcomes. Data from seasonal 2016/17 watering and water resource plans.
System

Vic

Fish objective

Flow recommendation

Murray River

Vic/NSW

Provide silver perch spawning and recruitment flows during spring
and early summer in the Yarrawonga-Euston reach.

Goulburn River
(Reach 5)

Vic

Provide
spawning/recruitment
conditions for silver perch
Maximise fish habitat and
fish movements

Year round baseflows (540 ML/d)

Local

Movement, spawning and
recruitment of golden perch

Spring fresh (up to 15000 ML/d for 14 days) from September to
November

Regional

Maintain fish habitat

Winter fresh (up to 15000 ML/d for 14 days) from June to August

Local

Maintain fish habitat

Summer/autumn fresh (up to 5600 ML/d for 2 days) from February
to April

Local

Movement, spawning and
recruitment of golden perch

Spring/summer fresh (up to 15000 ML/d for 2 days) from
November to December

Local

Maximise fish habitat and
fish movements

Increased baseflows (940 ML/d year round)

Local

Attractant flow for fish
migration
Maintain fish habitat

Summer/autumn pulse (up to 5000 ML/d for 10 days) from January
to March
Summer-autumn low flow (10-50 ML/d) from December to May

Regional

Winter/spring high flow (1-2 events at 1000-1800 ML/d for up to 7
days each) from June to November

Local

Stimulate fish movement

Winter/spring low flows (50-200 ML/d) June-November

Local

Summer/autumn freshes (up to 3 events of 50-200 ML/d for up to 3
days) from December to May

Local

Campaspe River

Vic

Provide fish connectivity
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Local/
regional
objective
Regional

Local
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Pyramid Creek &
Loddon River
(Reach 5)

Vic

Yanco Creek

NSW

Colligen-Niemur
system

NSW

Toupna Creek
Edward-Wakool
system
Murrumbidgee
River
Lower Darling
River

NSW

Lachlan River

NSW

Provide fish connectivity
Trigger fish movement &
breeding

Spring high flow (900 ML/d for 10 days) from September to
November

Regional

Autumn high flow (900 ML/d for 10 days) from March-May

Regional

Stable hydrograph during trout cod breeding season (8075 ML)

Local

Create connectivity (30,189 ML)

Local

Spring/autumn flows (2000 ML)

Local

As required depending on blackwater risk

Local

None known

-

Provide flows for Murray
cod spawning, recruitment
and over-wintering
Golden perch spawning in
Lachlan River below Lake
Brewster

Implement base winter flow and spring spawning rise

Local/Regional

Total volume 12505 ML

Local

Provide for fish passage
and breeding along 1000
km of Lachlan River
mainstem from Forbes to
Booligal

Protect significant spring/early summer tributary flows to support
fish breeding movement

Regional

Trigger juvenile fish
movement
Yanco Creek native fish
flow
Support native fish
movement & recruitment
Recession flow to minimise
fish stranding
Improve habitat for small
bodied wetland fish
Improve water quality for
native fish

NSW
NSW
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Appendix 7. Recent published literature, with primary data, concerning flows and fish ecology (primarily spawning, recruitment
and movement) in the southern Murray River basin. Definitions for geographic scale are: local=<50 km, regional=<500 km, catchment=>500
km).
Species

Site

Life-stage

Golden perch

Murray River at
Torrumbarry and
downstream





Recruitment
Dispersal
movement

Murray River at
Barmah



Edward-Wakool
Murray River in SA

Key flow component

Reference



Regional below
Torrumbarry

Mallen-Cooper and
Stuart (2003)
O’Connor et al.
(2005)
Koster et al.
(2017a,b)

Spawning



Local

King et al. (2009;
2010; 2016)



Recruitment



Regional




Spawning
Recruitment



Regional: including
recruitment into
floodplains and
anabranches (Chowilla
Katarapko)

Forbes et al. (2015)
Thiem et al. (2017)
Zampatti and Leigh
(2013a; 2013b)
Zampatti et al. (2015)

Darling River




Spawning
Recruitment



Murrumbidgee
River



Movement



Goulburn River




Spawning
Movement



Loddon River and
Pyramid Creek



Movement
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Geographic scale (local,
regional, catchment)






In-channel flows with
variation
Over-bank Murray River
flows did not appear to
result in recruitment but
downstream weirs may
have precluded results

Within-channel flows
(15,000-25,000 ML/d)
Timing: late
spring/summer

Sharpe (2011; et al.
2015)
Ebner et al. (2009)
Zampatti et al. (2015)
Baumgartner (2004)
500 km

King et al. (2005)
Koster et al. (2014;
2016; 2017a,b)
O’Connor et al.
(2014)
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Silver perch

Murray cod

Murray River at
Torrumbarry




Recruitment
Dispersal





Regional below
Torrumbarry

Murray River at
Barmah
Murray River below
Yarrawonga
Edward-Wakool



Spawning





Local



Spawning



Local



Recruitment



Regional

Gunbower Creek

Spawning
Recruitment
Spawning



Local

Darling River





Lower



Movement



Local

Murray
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In-channel flows

Mallen-Cooper and
Stuart (2003)
Koster et al. (2017a)
Tonkin et al. (2017)
King et al. (2009;
2010; 2016)
Koehn and
Harrington (2006)
Forbes et al. (2015)
Thiem et al. (2017)
Sharpe and Stuart
(2015)
Sharpe et al. (2015)
Leigh and Zampatti
(2013)
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Appendix 8. Known recruitment events for Golden perch in the Murray (green
icons) and Darling Rivers (blue and red icons) in relation to flow regime for the period 19862016. Recruitment in the Murray coincides with flow events in the Darling River that
promoted spawning in the upper Darling, filling events for the Menindee Lakes facilitating
recruitment, and releases from Menindee that connected to the Murray River, enabling
young of year juvenile golden perch to disperse throughout the Murray system. Flow pulses
in the Murray that overlap with releases from Menindee promote dispersal throughout the
Murray system. Recruitment events are based on published data.
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Appendix 9. Conceptual hydrograph, based on real data, to promote golden
perch spawning, recruitment (over winter nursery) and dispersal throughout the southern
connected basin. The hydrograph components include: Spawning flow pulse in the Darling
River upstream of Wilcannia (red line), with larval drift into the Menindee Lakes. Larvae and
early juveniles overwinter and recruit in the nursery habitat of the Menindee Lakes and
disperse from Menindee on regulated released to the lower Darling River (blue line) and then
on into and throughout the southern connected Murray system, when lower Darling flows
coincide with flow pulses in the Murray River (green line). Arrows and icons depict spawning
events (red arrows), with flow processes promoting dispersal (blue lines).
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Appendix 10. Recruitment events for silver perch in the Murray River in relation
to flow regime in the Murray at Euston (Green line, ML/d). Red icons show the year of spawning
based on age data and blue icons show the year of spawning based on length at age data.
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Appendix 11.

Annual spawning and recruitment events of silver perch as

interpreted from arrival of 1-year old fish at Torrumbarry Weir fishway. Green, Orange and
red squares indicate high, medium and low numbers of 1-year old fish in the fishway,
respectively.
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Appendix 12: Northern golden perch population recovery: protection and
enhancement of Border River flows, from Goondiwindi to Menindee,

Northern golden perch population recovery: protection and
enhancement of Border River flows, from Goondiwindi to Menindee
for Murray-Darling Basin benefits
Ivor Stuart and Clayton Sharpe

May 2017
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1 Background
1.1

Riverscape

The Border Rivers are a complex mosaic of interconnected perennial deep channels,
intermittent anabranches, backwaters, swamps and waterholes which usually receive their
highest subtropical rainfall in late summer or autumn. Adjacent to these rivers are many
ancient, circular deflation basins, most of which are ephemeral or regulated for agriculture
but join during major river rises and floods. Along the 1800-km (approx.) length of the
Darling/Barwon/Macintyre to Menindee Lakes, there are hundreds of wetlands, billabongs
and major artificial aquatic habitats, such as: ring tanks, dams and weir pools associated
with agriculture (NSW DPI 2015).
The Macintyre system forms the border between NSW and Queensland and is one of few
perennial rivers (zero flows occur <1% of the time, naturally) in the north of the MurrayDarling Basin (MDB) and consists of a maze of anabranch channels, with at least 69
anabranch channels with a total length of 236 km (DERM 2013). The commence to flow of
these anabranch channels varies from 1,200 to 48,000 ML/d, with most anabranches flowing
more than once per year. Many of the anabranches, particularly those with a commence to
flow of <3,000 ML/d, have increased connectivity under regulated conditions. On the other
hand, anabranches with a higher commence to flow have a reduced inundation frequency
and duration under regulated conditions (DERM 2013).
The perennial Barwon River is formed by the confluence of the Macintyre and Weir rivers
and has many significant tributaries, including the Boomi, Moonie, Gwydir, Mehi, Namoi,
Macquarie, Bokhara, Bogan and Narran rivers. The confluence of the Barwon and Culgoa
rivers, between Brewarrina and Bourke, is the official beginning of the Darling River.

1.2

Spatial scale of the present plan

The spatial scale of the life-history of golden perch is enormous and has not adequately
been captured in previous plans due to underestimation of the scale over which larvae drift.
Our data has rewritten this model because spawning (as estimated from back-calculation of
age of drifting larvae at Walgett in late 2016) appears to take place in the Barwon or even
Macintyre systems; well upstream of that assumed by previous studies (Sharpe and Stuart
2017a).
For the purposes of this project, the spatial scale for management of golden perch is defined
as the Darling River upstream of Menindee Lakes, including the Barwon and Macintyre
rivers upstream to Goondiwindi, which includes approximately 1,700 km of mainstem
waterway.
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1.3

Over-arching objectives of the present plan

The objectives of the present plan are:
1. Improve annual spawning, recruitment and dispersal opportunities for golden perch
in the Border Rivers and along 1700 km of the mainstem Darling River between
Goodiwinidi and Menindee Lakes to help restore a complete population structure
across the northern and southern connected basin (i.e. Stuart and Sharpe 2017b).
2. Develop a series of hydrographs that reflect the contemporary understanding of
golden perch population life-history requirements that can be applied at a local and
broad spatial scale (i.e.1700 km), including
a. the details of what flows to protect/deliver within the border rivers and
mainstem Darling River and
b. how to link these together spatially and temporally to achieve regular (i.e.
annual) major golden perch population outcomes.

1.4

Logic of the present plan

The logic of the present plan is to review indigenous and research knowledge concerning
golden perch populations in the Border Rivers and the mainstem Darling River, upstream of
Menindee. We use this knowledge to identify key management opportunities within each
component of the life-history of golden perch, including adult movement, juvenile dispersal,
spawning, larval drift/development and recruitment.

By conceptually overlaying this

knowledge, with known recruitment events linked to multi-site hydrologies, we have identified
the hydrological cues that are important to golden perch and those that can be
protected/enhanced by river managers to improve populations throughout the Northern
MDB.
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2 Indigenous knowledge
Freshwater fish provided an important traditional food source to Aboriginal Australian’s for
tens of thousands of years.

The early European explorer Major Thomas Mitchell (Mitchell

1838) in his journal (10th July 1835) noted that ”…The tribes inhabiting the banks (of the
Darling River at Menindee) may be considered Ichthyophagi (sic) in the strictest sense…”,
describing that the indigenous people of the Darling River were reliant and proficient at
procuring vast quantities of fish and shell-fish to consistently support entire family groups. In
the main rivers of the Murray-Darling system, Aboriginal people utilised an advanced
understanding of river hydrology and fish ecology to harvest upstream migrating golden
perch in elaborate stone fish traps, or ‘rock fisheries’. These were recorded on the Barwon,
lower Bogan, Darling, upper Murrumbidgee, Murray and Lachlan rivers.
The best known of these in the Murray-Darling system are the Brewarrina rock fisheries,
where the Ngemba and other traditional groups harvested upstream migrating golden perch
in vast numbers, on flow and flood pulse events (Dargin 1976). The Brewarrina rock fisheries
are the oldest man-made structures known on Earth and were in use for more than 30,000
years (Dargin 1976). Early observations by Europeans recorded immense numbers of fish
being trapped at Brewarrina during spring or at any time of year when there was a fresh, or
distinct flow pulse in the river (Mathews 1903).
Post European knowledge of golden perch ecology, i.e. that adults undertake extensive
upstream and downstream spawning migrations (Reynolds 1983; Mallen-Cooper and
Edwards 1991; Mallen-Cooper and Thorncraft 1992; Mallen-Cooper and Stuart 2003;
O’Connor et al. 2005; Stuart et al. 2008), indicates that at places on the Barwon-Darling
River like the Brewarrina rock fisheries, that Aboriginal people were using their intimate
knowledge of fish ecology to harvest the spawning migrations of golden perch that occurred
in response to flows pulses or freshes result of rainfall in the rivers’ catchment areas of the
Border Rivers. This traditional understanding of golden perch ecology and the phenomenon
of vast numbers of upstream migrating adult fish occurring at Brewarrina on flow events is
evidence for the intrinsic link between flow pulses and golden perch migration, which in
modern times, has been linked to reproduction.
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3 Conceptual model of golden perch spawning and
recruitment in the Northern MDB
The following review can be considered an up-to-date conceptual model of the life-history of
Northern golden perch populations.

3.1

Adult movement

Golden perch remain abundant in the northern rivers of the MDB where they mature earlier
than in the south, grow more slowly and to a smaller maximum size, and have a significantly
shorter life-span, rarely being recorded living beyond 17 years (Moffatt and Voller 2002).
There are many accounts of strong migrations of golden perch in the northern basin, with
observations of pre-spawning and running ripe adult fish migrating upstream in the Darling
River and accumulating below Menindee, Wilcannia and Brewarrina weirs during flow events
(Mallen-Cooper and Edwards 1991; Mallen-Cooper and Thorncraft 1992; Sharpe 2011).
Some of these fish move thousands of kilometres, from Southern Basin systems, such as
the Murray River (Reynolds 1983).

3.2

Juvenile movement

In the Macintyre, Condamine and other systems, sub-adult fish have been recorded moving
through fishways (Thorncraft and Harris 1996; Stuart pers. obs; Hutchison et al. 2008).
There are also upstream migrations of fish in the more ephemeral rivers (e.g. Moonie,
Warrego and Balonne rivers) when rainfall re-connects the deeper refuge pools (Balcombe
and Arthington 2009; Marshall 2016). Downstream movement of juvenile fish has been
recorded occurring from upstream of Brewarrina to Menindee and from there into the Murray
River via the lower Darling River and the Great Darling Anabranch (Sharpe 2011; MDFRC
2012; Sharpe and Stuart 2017a).

3.3

Spawning and larval drift/development

Studies of golden perch reproductive biology in the Darling, Murray, Murrumbidgee and
Lachlan River systems have shown that a rise in water level, or flow pulse, is a proximate
cue to initiate spawning (Langtry 1960 cited in Cadwallader 1977; Lake 1967; Mackay 1973;
Battaglene 1991; King et al. 2009; Sharpe 2011). Golden perch in the Northern Basin have
been reported to spawn at any time of the year on both the rise and recession of flow pulses
(MacKay 1973; Ebner et al. 2009; Sharpe 2011) and during low and zero flow periods on
multiple occasions throughout the year (Scholz and Gawne 2004; Balcombe et al. 2006;
Ebner et al. 2009). Whilst the timing of spawning for golden perch in the Northern MDB is
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likely very flexible, by far the strongest recruitment to populations occurs in association with
flow pulses and floods (Lake 1967; MacKay 1973; Mallen-Cooper and Stuart 2003; Sharpe
2011; Sharpe et al. 2014; Zampatti et al. 2013; 2015); especially when they inundate large,
off-channel floodplain wetlands and floodplain lakes (Sharpe 2011).
From actual larval collections and daily ageing of fish in the Wilcannia area of the Darling
River and in the Barwon River, the strongest golden perch spawning occurs in the border
rivers area, on pronounced flow events (Sharpe 2011; Sharpe and Stuart 2017a). From
there, larval transition to early juveniles occurs in the main river channel where, importantly,
sufficient food resources for young fish also occur (Sharpe 2011). Rapid growth and strong
survivorship occurs in the main channel during the consequent 3-4-weeks, long-distance
downstream movement (Balcombe et al. 2007; Balcombe and Arthington 2009; Sharpe
2011).
From spawning events in the Border Rivers, early juvenile fish, approximately 30-40 mm
long, settle along the river corridor but many settle into the Menindee Lakes where these
highly productive floodplains provide a perfect nursery for the next 4-12 months (Scholz and
Gawne 2004; Ebner 2009; Sharpe 2011). Survivorship and growth of these young fish is
significantly greater than for their counterparts that settled in the river channel (Sharpe
2011).

3.4

Recruitment

At approximately 12 months old, golden perch, migrate from floodplain nursery habitats back
to river channel habitats when these are re-connected and when this occurs at Menindee,
they migrate upstream into the Darling River and downstream to the Lower Darling/Great
Darling Anabranch and Murray River, and disperse into South Australia and NSW/Victorian
tributaries (Sharpe 2011; MDFRC 2012; Zampatti et al. 2015; Thiem et al. 2017).
Recent data suggests that particular recruitment and emigration events of Darling River fish
contribute to a significant proportion of Murray and tributary rivers populations (Zampatti et
al. 2015; Koster et al. 2017; Thiem et al. 2017). The function of Menindee Lakes as a key
nursery area (i.e. temporal patterns of inflow and releases) is a major tenet in our conceptual
model of recruitment to lower Darling and Murray catchment populations. Thus, our
conceptual model proposes that for strong cohort years in Murray River and tributaries when
Darling River catchment origin has been identified, that;


Spawning occurred in the Barwon-Darling system, well upstream of Menindee;
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Larvae and early juveniles are transported downstream along the Barwon/Darling
and many settle into Menindee Lakes nursery areas, resulting in strong recruitment
of 1+ year old fish;



Subsequent inflows to Menindee Lakes facilitate upstream dispersal of age 1+ fish
into the Darling River and potentially, the Border Rivers region;



Flows released to Lower Darling and Great Darling Anabranch provide downstream
dispersal pathways for age ~1+ juveniles to lower Darling, Great Darling Anabranch,
Murray River and ultimately to NSW/Victorian tributaries (e.g. Edward-Wakool and
Goulburn rivers).

3.5

Summary

This conceptual model for golden perch recruitment highlights the need for improved
management and protection of flow events in the Northern Connected Basin because those
events, that support migration and spawning, that transition to Menindee Lakes, that
supports strong recruitment, are significant to the structure of golden perch populations in
both the Northern and Southern Connected Basins (Stuart and Sharpe 2017).
Consequently, there is an imperative for identifying and protection of flow events and
sequences in the Northern Basin that support:


adult migration to spawning areas;



spawning cues;



riverine production that supports larval survivorship;



downstream dispersal of larvae to key nursery areas including the Menindee Lakes;



subsequent ‘follow-up’ flows that provide upstream and downstream dispersal
pathways for recruits (1 year old) from nursery areas back to main river channels.

The following section depicts the spawning and strong recruitment events that have been
documented for golden perch populations in both the Northern and Southern MDB. The
hydrological features or characteristics of the flow events that occurred in the Border Rivers
that coincided with these known spawning and recruitment events are identified in
parentheses.

From this evaluation, future ‘golden perch recruitment’ flow events in the

northern rivers can be identified, protected and enhanced to support spawning and annual
recruitment opportunities for golden perch throughout the Northern and Southern MurrayDarling Basin.
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4 Known golden perch recruitment events
To optimise future flow management in support of golden perch spawning and recruitment in
the Northern MDB, we identified known golden perch recruitment events reported in the
scientific literature and from unpublished data (Table 1). These include collections of larvae
and early juveniles and the ageing of early juveniles by researchers in the Northern Basin
and determination of year class strength and otolith microchemistry that have identified
Darling River catchment origin, taken from sub-adult and adult populations by researchers in
the south.
In some instances, specific flow events and flow characteristics can be directly attributed to
the actual timing of spawning, because the daily age of larvae and early juveniles collected
has been undertaken (e.g. Scholz and Gawne 2004; Sharpe 2011; Sharpe and Stuart 2014).
In others, we have overlaid the spatio-temporal hydrology of rivers upon years when strong
year classes have been identified in the northern and southern basin (e.g. Zampatti et al.
2013; 2015; Thiem et al. 2017) and based on our conceptual model, evaluated those
hydrologies to identify specific flow events that we consider likely to have promoted
spawning and resulted in particular year classes. Figures 2-5 are case study years from
which known spawning or recruitment events occurred in the Northern MDB.

Each

hydrograph was evaluated for hydrological characteristics associated with golden perch
spawning and recruitment drawn from the conceptual model presented in Section 3.
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Table 1. Recruitment events for golden perch spawned in the Darling River catchment. For
data sources, please see referenced reports.
Recruitment

Capture

Year

Location

1992

Menindee

Data method

Size (mm)

Lakes

Location

Timing

of

Timing

of

Data Source

of

Spawning

Spawning

spawning

Reported

Predicted*

Darling

December

January 1992

catchment

1991-

MDFRC

January 1992

unpublished

P.

Brown

data 1992
1997

Menindee

Daily Age

Lakes
2004

Darling River

Daily Age

Wilcannia

Darling

May-

May-

Scholz

catchment

September

September

Gawne (2004)

1997

1997

Barwon-

Jan-April 2004;

Jan-April

Darling

majority

2004; majority

River,

2004

Feb 2004

N/A

Jan-April

Zampattii

2004; majority

al. (2015)

Feb

and

Sharpe (2011)

upstream
Brewarrina
2004

Lower

Annual

Murray River

otolith

age,

Darling
catchment

chemistry
2004

Menindee

et

Feb 2004

Size (mm)

N/A

Darling

Lakes

Jan-April 2004

Scholz

and

Gawne (2004)

River
upstream
of
Menindee

2006

2009

Lower

Histology

Darling River

ova

of

March 2005

Lower

Sharpe (2011)

Dec-2008-

Sharpe (2011)

April 2009

MDFRC

Darling

d/s

River

Menindee

Menindee

Great

March 2005

Size (mm)

d/s

Barwon-

Darling

Darling

Anabranch

River,

March 200

(2011)

upstream
Brewarrina
2009

Lower

Annual

Murray

otolith

River,

chemistry

age,

Darling

N/A

catchment

Dec-2008-

Zampatti et al.

April 2009

(2015)

Oct 2010-Feb

Zampatti et al.

2011

(2015)

December

Sharpe et al.

Goulburn
River,
2010

Lower

Annual

age,

Murray River

otolith

Lower

Developmental

Darling

N/A

catchment

chemistry
2014
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Darling River

2014
2016

stage of larvae

Darling

d/s

River

Menindee

Menindee

2014

2014

(2015)

d/s

Lower

Otolith

Darling

December

December

Zampatti et al.

Murray

chemistry

River

2014

2014

(2015)

Barwon

Developmental

Barwon

July & October

July

River

stage of larvae

River

2016

October-

&

Sharpe

and

Stuart (2017)

November
2016
2016

Menindee

Daily age

Lakes
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4.1

How these recruitment observations inform flow
planning/management

In this section, we apply the golden perch conceptual model to retrospectively predict the
region and hydrological characteristics associated with spawning and recruitment events
(Table 1). The hierarchy of logic that forms the benchmark for these predictions is:

Spawning


Knowledge of spawning dates and collection locations (from published studies);



Prediction of spawning region back calculated from potential distance of downstream
transport of larvae/early juveniles to collection locations i.e. known age (days) at
collection site ± km/day passive downstream transport;



Identification of relevant stream gauge within predicted spawning regions;



Examination of specific hydrological data at relevant stream gauge at predicted
spawning times;



Identifies the hydrological event(s) associated with known spawning;



Identifies hydrological/flow events that require protection to optimise success of
future spawning events.

Recruitment


Identify recruitment years of known Darling River catchment origin (from published
studies);



Identify Menindee Lakes operational regimes (inflow and release patterns to Murray);
that coincide with Darling catchment origin recruitment to lower Darling and Murray
catchment recruitment years (from published studies);



Examine upstream hydrologies at stream gauges identified for spawning, (see
‘Spawning’, above);



Identify the hydrological events that require protection to optimise recruitment events
to Northern and Southern MDB populations.
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5 Hydrological Analysis
5.1

Golden perch migration, bankfull levels and weir drown-out

In the Macintyre River, upstream of Mungindi, bankfull flow events of ~3000-4000 ML/d
occur several times annually, though their duration is somewhat reduced under regulated
conditions (NSW DPI 2015). Downstream of Mungindi, in the Barwon River, the bankfull
threshold is greater at 8,000-10,000 ML/d and this increases to >40,000 ML/d downstream
of Collarenebri.
There is a wide variation in the drown-out flows for the multiple weirs along the upper
Darling/Barwon/Macintyre system. The highest drown-out requirements are for Collarenebri
Weir (18,000 ML/d; which occurs every 1-2 years) but other nearby weirs are much less (e.g.
2,500 ML/d for Mungindi which occurs annually).

Obviously higher flows enable full

longitudinal and lateral connectivity but even annual 3,000 ML/d flows enable local fish an
opportunity for movement and spawning.

Management opportunity #1
Upstream of Mungindi, annual bankfull flows (e.g. 3,000 ML/d) is likely to enable movement
and spawning by golden perch within the local reach and subsequent downstream drift of
larvae. Local recruitment levels are unknown but could still be important within a smaller
spatial scale (i.e. several hundred kilometres).
Unfortunately, movement of fish from further downstream in the Darling mainstem (i.e.
upstream of Wilcannia) is still contingent upon drown-out flows as there is only one
functional fishway, at Brewarrina. Another fishway, at Walgett Weir, is in design stage.
However there are still a considerable number of weirs without fishways and we advocate for
prioritising these by the largest drown-out level (i.e. Collarenebri Weir at 18,000 ML/d) first.

Management opportunity #2
Restoring fish passage along the Darling River will enable improved fish migration and
spawning/recruitment opportunities which will benefit the whole MDB.

Restoring fish

passage at weirs with the least down-out frequency would provide optimal value-forinvestment.
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Before more fishways are constructed there is an urgent need to delivery and protect regular
(i.e. 1 year in 2) spawning and recruitment flows that build on the local spawning/recruitment
by maintaining integrity downstream along the entire length of the Darling River to Menindee
Lakes. These recruitment events are currently highly episodic but could be managed to
build golden perch populations across the MDB.

Management opportunity #3
Protect Border River and tributary flows to ensure the integrity of flows from the Border
Rivers downstream along the entire Darling River to Menindee Lakes (i.e. ~1700 km). The
duration of these flows needs to exceed 50 days. These flows trigger major recruitment
events that maintain golden perch populations across the northern and southern MDB.

5.2

Identifying spawning flows in the Northern rivers

The majority of long lived fish species exhibit an annual pattern of reproductive development
and this is true for golden perch, whereby egg development occurs over many months
(Mackay 1973; Sharpe 2011). In the Northern Basin, golden perch are able to spawn at any
time of the year (Sharpe 2011) and this is supported by the collection of larvae and early
juveniles spawned in all seasons (Ebner et al. 2009; Balcombe et al. 2006; Sharpe 2011;
Sharpe et al. 2015).
Whilst golden perch have been reported to have spawned across a range of flow conditions
including zero flows (Ebner et al. 2009; Balcombe et al. 2006) and on flow pulses and floods,
by far the greatest spawning effort has been recorded in association with rapidly increasing –
and decreasing flow pulses (Sharpe 2011; Sharpe et al. 2015). Importantly, temperature
regimes are not known to strongly influence golden perch spawning in north as significantly
as has been reported for southern populations (Lake 1967; King et al. 2009).
From Sharpe (2011) and Sharpe et al. (2015) and from data in this report the hydrological
characteristics of flow pulses that are confirmed to cue golden perch spawning in the
Northern Murray-Darling Basin are:


Rapid and pronounced increase in flow rate from base-flows



Increasing rate of discharge > 400 ML/d from departure of base flow



Decreasing rate of discharge > 700 ML/d from flow peak
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Duration of spawning flows from 10-20 days at Mungindi gauge



Duration of larval transit flows to Menindee of 40-90 days (mean 60 days)

5.3

Ecological logic for selecting the Mungindi, Brewarrina and
Wilcannia stream gauge data

We examined the hydrologies of known golden perch spawning years in the Northern basin
(from Table 1) to identify flow pulses that exhibited the hydrological characteristics described
above for gauges located on i) the Barwon River at Mungindi; ii) the Barwon River at
Brewarrina and on the Darling River at Wilcannia (downstream of all tributary inflows). The
reason we chose these stream gauges is based on the ecological observations described
below.
Golden perch post larvae and early juveniles collected in the Darling River at Wilcannia in
February /March 2004 were reported to range in age from 40-64 days old (Sharpe 2011).
Those fish were spawned ~20-30th January 2004. Based on the date of collection and the
age of larvae when captured; the passive downstream drift of eggs and larvae and pattern of
flows in the river and its major tributaries; spawning likely occurred upstream of Mungindi in
the Macintyre River.
In early November 2016, Sharpe and Stuart (2017) collected two cohorts of golden perch in
the Darling and Barwon rivers that were spawned in 2016. The first and older fish were
collected in Menindee Lakes, which were completely dry before commencing to fill during
July 2016, but filled from a flood pulse arising in the Barwon/Macintyre River that
commenced in June 2016 from winter rainfall.

The second cohort was captured in

December 2016 in the Barwon River at Walgett NSW as post-larvae and were approximately
~20 days old (Figure 1).

Based on the date of collection and the age of larvae when

captured; the passive downstream drift of eggs and larvae and the known transit time (days)
for flow rates in the river and its major tributaries at the time of the collection; the spawning
of this second cohort likely occurred upstream of Mungindi in the Border Rivers region, ~10th
October 2016.
Added to this are the NSW Fisheries observations (previously reviewed) of spawning
migrations of adult golden perch at Brewarrina and Walgett but not at Goondiwindi and
Boggabilla. With the latter two sites also periodically impacted by thermal pollution from
large headwater dams.

Hence, the golden perch spawning zone appears to be well

upstream of Walgett but downstream of Goondiwindi and so our use of the Mungindi stream
gauge flow data.
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These observations of the timing of golden perch spawning in the Northern Basin and the
potential distance for downstream drift were the basis for selection of flow history at the
stream gauge at Mungindi, which is representative of the timing and is characteristics for
flow in the Northern Rivers region of the Northern Basin. The stream gauge at Wilcannia
was selected to enable the transit time (duration) of flow pulses from the Northern Rivers to
be determined and because the Wilcannia gauge is downstream of all tributary inflows to the
Darling River and informs the timing and rates of inflows to Menindee Lakes.

Figure 1. Golden perch meta-larvae captured in the Barwon River at Walgett, November
2016. These larvae are approximately 20mm and 20 days old. Back calculation of age and
stream flows predicted that spawning occurred in the lower Macintyre River.
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Figure 2. Discharge (ML/d) in the Barwon River at Mungindi, at Brewarrina and in the
Darling River at Wilcannia for the period July 1991-May 1992. Juvenile golden perch were
collected from Menindee Lakes with the spawning period identified as December
1991/January 1992 (P. Brown, unpub. data).

Figure 3. Discharge (ML/d) in the Barwon River at Mungindi, at Brewarrina and in the
Darling River at Wilcannia for the period December 2003-May 2004. Data source: Spawning
occurred in late January 2004 (Sharpe 2011).
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Figure 4. Discharge (ML/d) in the Barwon River at Mungindi, at Brewarrina and in the
Darling River at Wilcannia for the period November 2008-June 2009. Juvenile golden perch
were collected from the Great Darling Anabranch in October/November 2010 with the likely
spawning period identified as March 2009 (MDFRC 2011; Sharpe 2011).

Figure 5. Discharge (ML/d) in the Barwon River at Mungindi, at Brewarrina and in the
Darling River at Wilcannia for the period November 2008-June 2009. Juvenile golden perch
were collected from the Darling River and Menindee Lakes in November 2016 with the likely
spawning period identified as July and October 2016 (Sharpe and Stuart 2017).
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6 Northern flows to maximise golden perch spawning,
recruitment and population growth
The conceptual understanding of golden perch spawning and recruitment presented in
section 3, and hydrological recommendations for managing rivers in the Northern M-DB
derived from section 4, are summarised in Figure 6 and Table 2, below.

Figure 6. Conceptualised hydrograph for the Barwon and Darling Rivers to support golden
perch spawning and recruitment in the Northern MDB.
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Table 2. Flow components of a Northern Basin golden perch hydrograph.
Flow component /

Timing

Magnitude

Duration

action

Menindee

Fish life-history aspect

Lakes %
capacity

1. Natural flow

ANY

3,000-100,000

10-20

pulse in headwater

Month

ML/d @

days

tributaries of

YEAR 1

Mungindi (as

Barwon/Darling & Border

an example)

river tributaries, larval

Barwon/Darling

<20%

Golden perch migrate into
and spawn in

River upstream of

development completed

Brewarrina

in river channel,
downstream transport

2. Natural flood

ANY

4,000-100,000

40-90+

20-100%

Post larvae and early

pulse transitions

Month

@ Brewarrina

days

juveniles transported and

from

YEAR 1

4,000-100,000

(mean 60

settle into floodplain lake

Barwon/Darling

ML/d @

days)

nursery habitats

tributaries to

Wilcannia

Wilcannia and
Menindee Lakes
3. Nursery period

ALL

0-4,000

5-18

Months

ML/d@

months

stage (0-1+) in floodplain

YEAR 1-

Wilcannia

post

lake nursery habitats

2

100>80%

Recruitment to juvenile

inflows

4. Natural flood

ANY

>4,000-ML/d

40-60+

pulse in headwater

Month

@ Wilcannia

days

tributaries to

YEAR 2

<80-100%

Re-connect floodplain
nursery habitats and river
channels to facilitate

Wilcannia and

upstream and

Menindee Lakes

downstream dispersal
from floodplain nurseries
to river corridors for age
1+

5. Perennial base

ALL

400 ML/d at

ALL

flows in Barwon-

YEARS

Wilcannia

MONTHS

Darling River

10-80%

Maintains adult
reproductive condition
and supports juvenile
survivorship to enhance
recruitment
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6.1

Embracing uncertainty

We have provided a retrospective qualitative analysis of the spawning response of golden
perch to discharge (as ML/d) at Mungindi, in-channel recruitment of larvae during their transit
to Menindee Lakes, recruitment of 1+ year old fish to the Northern and Southern Basin
based on the best available data. We acknowledge significant uncertainty in some of these
relationships, such as the appropriateness of the Mungindi gauge to adequately predict
spawning of golden perch. However, we also demonstrate that the data allows reasonable
assumptions to be made in the interests managing natural flows and planning 2017/18
environmental flows that: (i) maximise outcomes for golden perch populations and (ii) allow
further field testing and refining of these flow-ecology relationships.
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7 Conclusion
The logic of this plan, examining the link between known golden perch recruitment events
and river hydrology, is a key to being able to understand these relationships and prioritise
these for management action. We demonstrate that there is likely to be annual spawning in
the Border Rivers, due to unregulated natural flows, but that major recruitment only occurs
when there is integrity of flow along the whole length of the Darling/Barwon system to the
major nursery area of Menindee Lakes. For managers, protecting these Border River flows,
enhancing the 60-90 day flow transport to Menindee Lakes, maximising the inundated area
at Menindee lakes, and maximising follow up dispersal flows for 1-year old recruits will likely
maximise golden perch populations throughout the connect MDB.
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